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TTYDROLOGISTS' FIELD MANUAL

PREFACE

. In 1984, the establishment of a quality assurance programme for hydrological
clata collection in New Zealancl drew ätteniion to the nèed"for a revised inanuaÏ for
fielcl work in hydrology. Although some sections of a previous New Zealand
manual, "Appliecl Hyclrology" (Toebes, 1963) are still relevant, other parts are now
datecl. Manuals from other countries a<lequately describe field methods, which are
standardised virtually throughout the points of
detail which are specific to the conditi nt used in
New Zealand. Hence, this manual, whic in Toebes
( 1963, Chapters 2, 3, 5,6 and 7) which deal with field work. It does not cover data
analysis and interpretation.

In compiling this manual we acknowledge permission from Environment
Canada to draw f¡om Terzi (1981). Oth
New Guinea (Bureau of Water Resourc
World Meteorological Organisation (W
notes by A.C. Hopkins. Water
Devel<lpment have contributed sig

Standards for hydrometric work have been published in a handbook by the
International Stanclards Organisation (lSO, 1983). The methods described in this
manual are intended to cornplement the recommendations of these standards.

All hydrological staff should cultivate an appr azards
in different field situations. The guidelines for saie Safety
Manual" (Curry and Fenwick, 198'4) shoulcl be read

The first draft of this manual was prepared by A.I. McKerchar and W.R. Soutter
of the Llydrology Centre who drew 

-extènsively 
on the references acknowledged

ab<¡ve. P.E. Arnold and G. Holland of the Napier Field Party revised the first diaft
and greatly enhanced the illustrations. C. Holmes and A.I. McKerchar edited the
qa_nq;crjpt. Mf. Mo¡ley, D.E. Johnstone, J.K. Fenwick, l. Maze, G.C. Timpany,
G.J. Boddy and D.S. Tindale constructively commented on the first draft.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The main collectors of hyd
catchment authorities, and 15 wa
Scientific and Industrial Research. In 1
850 water level recorders on lakes and ri
300 recording raingauges. Although the primary data collected at recorders on
rivers are water level (stage) and discharge, other measurements such as water
temperature, suspended sediment concentration and river cross-section shape are
also made.

This manual sets out details of water level, discharge and rainfall data
collection.

Chapter 2 describes factors determining the purpose, location and design of
hydrometric stations; controls, an¡l the installation of weirs and flumes.

Chapter.3 deals specifically with the methods and procedures required to collect
water level (stage) data and covers such topics as staff gauges, wateflevel recorders
and groundwater well sites.

methods, volumetric methods, velocity-h
and flumes.

Rainfall measurement and associated field work is covered in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 covers aspects of field work required for the collection of stage data,
discharge data, and the maintenance of equipment.

The intention is that work will be done in accordance with the
recommendations of appropriate international standards (ISO Standards Handbook
16, "Measurement of liquid flow in open channels").

Aspects of field work covered in other publications are:

TOPrC AUTFTOR(S)

Bedload sampling Guy and Norman
Suspended sediment measurement Guy and Norman

DATE

1970
1970

Introduction
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Írssurance programme

Curry and Fenwick 1984
McMillan 1985

McKerchar and Henderson 1987

McKerchar

Manuals on dilution gauging telemetry and tidal gauging are being prepared.

Introduction



2.I PURPOSE OF THE STATION

ay even have remote recording by means
of a telemetering system.

aiority of purposes river water levels are
required to provide information on the stieani ctischarle (flow), and the measure-
ment of water levels is only a part of this process. As well as the water level, a stage-
discharge relationshíp (raíing) is requireä to enable water levels to be coníerted"to
discharge (Section 4.1).

ill determine the kind of installation that

years.

CHAPTER 2

WATER LBVEL STATIONS

2.2 LOCATION OF THE STATION AND SITE SELECTION

The approximate location of a wate
reason for its establishment. A station

Water level stations
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warning. However, regarclless of the purpose of the station, the factors to be
considered if first class records are to be obtained in all conditions are:

1. There must be access to the site at all times.

2. The channel must contain all flows and water levels.

3. The site must be stable. Frequent changes in the bed of an open channel by
infilling or scour will result in frequent changes in the stage-discharge
¡elationship, which will in turn mean an increase in the amount of work
needed to obtain the required information.

4. The limitations set by available hydrometric techniques and equipment must
be taken into account.

s will involve close inspection of all
ssible, aerial photographs should be
ailed information of the surrounding

A ground inspection will be necessary to confirm finally the exact location of the
site, and will take into consideration such r etails as:

- Accessibility. I-andowners' permission must be obtained and a legal access
agreement reached.

- The stability of the channel and surrounding country, especially the area in
the immediâte vicinity of the site which may-have soine éffect on access and
the location of permanent facilities.

- Availability of suitable areas for the construction of any necessary facilities
(recorder houses, cableways, gauging structures, etc.).

- Radio signal strengths if the site is to be telemetered.

- Availability of an electricity supply if required for lighting or to power
lnstruments.

- I^ake sites should be located in areas where a minimal disturbance due to
wave action or water traffic is likely to occur.

The field inspection should be followed by a detailed survey of the site. This
will allow detailed planning of any necessary facilities.

The selection of the site, bearing in mind the factors already mentioned, could
be claimed to be the most important single operation in the collection of good
quality data.

A station history form (WS Form 16) should be filled out for the site and up-
dated at regular intervals, especially after the annual site inspection (Figurc2.l).

Water level stations

v
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I'IAIIONAL WAIÊN ANO SOIL CONSEÂVAÎION AUIHORIIY
HYDROLOGICAL STATION HISlORY

!
&n 9or --, -- - hÈl ,
cilffir^d: É.&: ffi+dw,
cdtrftAUt@:

!acl# r afalü ffi

lsh* I N¡ tfl @r rt hil.¡.rhr tr*.|tch, doÙ -¿h¡. dfE.¡ .rc I

Rhdrfrd 
---- 

-

iac.H t: !tn6o CËCta

Èúdn6ùþ

*cd a: l^rai l.'E ÆC6tri

o# - ftr.v,kb.ùirrw@J.r eufrøh

Figure 2.1 Station history form, lVS 16.

Water level stations



2.3 FLOW CONTROLS

In the selection of a water level station for measurement of open channel flow,
rather than for measurement of water levels only, the most important c<lnsi<leration
is the flow'control'.

The control of stati
of the site, at and h" g
between discharge chaT
tion and vegetation and
area.

he subject. The hydrologist must have
of stage-discharge relationships before
that will exist at a particular- site and,

slte.

2.3.1 Sensitivity and stability

The characteristics of a control which are desired for locating a water level
recorder on a river are sensitivity and stability.

chan in

lalee en
trvrty. ch
large to

ts stage-discharge relationship or rating
water level station at which the rating

said to have a stable control. A statioñ
said to have an unstable control. This
ge only.

r,l
U

d 1N9liNs1'rlvE

DISCIIÀRGE 

-

Watcr level stations

v

Figure 2.2 T\e sensitivity of controls
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_ Some areas, because of topography, geology, and the range and frequency of
flows, g,{e more favourable than ot}reis forþrovi-ding satisfactorf controls. it is olten
very difficult to find suitable controls on alluvial plains.

find the best natural control, rather than

2,3.2 Natural controls

at low
more

rol. If
is said
of the

ndary control. As flows increase,
r as a larger reach of the river
the stage:discharge relationship

(Figure 2.3)"

Low-flow controls

ar forming a ledge or having a steep
el (which"constrlcts flow arícl cause^s

i'3i¿ å:"åï"få
ct of Trom the

control are eliminated and a pgr{na4ent relationship is obtained between stage and
discharge (provided the contiol itself does not chairge). An important funciion of

Recorder section

, ÀI1 controls effective
I

Secondary control drowned
by downstrea¡n control

Prinary control
Secondary control

Control No. 3

Figure 2.3 The effect of clownstream controls

Water level stations
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I

I

the control is to form a pool sufficiently d
to the control. The volume of the pool at
by scour, siltation, etc., and the cross-secti
also be constant in order to prevent chang
surface slope between the gauge and the control.

When the downstream or 'tailwater'
control, partial subm
cause a discontinuity
downstream channel
ding increase in discharge and pool lev
mergence is usually negligible.

As di
increases
above the
is said to
termed the 'second
a multiple control.
not undesirable as
be a smooth curve.

1. A rock-bar or 'ledge' type of low-flow control exists where there is a sudden
ownstream limit of a rock-bar with a

Headwater

Tailwat,er

Figure 2.4 Rock bar control (cross section)

2. The 'rapid' tlpe of control is formed by a gravel bar or sloping rock shelf in
the streäm bêã so that a fall in stream'levá takes place ovèr ã distance of a
few metres to 50 m or even more (Figure 2.5).

Y

Water level stations

v v v V
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Tailwater

Gravel Bar

3.

Figure 2.5 'Rapid'type control (cross section)

In rocky streams it is not uncommon for a
contraction in the stream width, above which a
2.6).

control to be formed by a
pool will be formed (Figure

Contraction

Tailwater

Figure 2.6 Natural contraction control

4.

5.

It is quite common to find controls which aÍe a combination of the three
sirnple types described above, for example, a rapid may be combíned with a
contraction or a rock-bar, or a rock-bar may be cbmbinéd with a contraction.

Even at low flows, under certain cir
feature which causes an identifiable
instance of this is a large channel on a
velocities, where the róughness of the

Water level stations
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dis in a broad sandy channel with no pools
wh te and the bed'roughness controls the
sta er case is one of the worst situations in
wh tory, let alone good quality, stream flow
information.

High-flow controls

The selection of high-flow controls is usually givqn less importance than that of
low-flow controls; and iá most cases the site with tÏe best low-flow control would be
chosen as long as the high-flow control was satisfactory.

controls is usually difficult to locate and
combination of féatures such as channel

, and channel roughness. Sometimes
slope and an incrêase in velocity -of
turès exerts more influence than the

others, and it is then considered as the principal high-flow control.

Although it i mqjor channel
feature on-the existence and
location is useful

- A contraction in the channel downstream of the river water level station
caused by a natural narrowing of the banks 9r by bridge abutments, results in
lesseninj of the slope above the contraction with consequent increase in
stage and sensitivity.

- A sharp bend dow
worthwhile effect
however,.the bank
increase in channel area at high st
bend (Figure 2.7).

nd after a stream has crossed a resistant
-flow control by eliminating the effects of
es and waterfalis come into this category).
ntrol is often insensitive and would not
le feature of a site unless other sites were

too unstable.

- Channel control at high flows is most common where stream slopes are
slight, the channel has a
sharp bends. In this case
and banks which is de
configuration of the stream. There
at any point. The sensitivity of

Water level stations
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Figure 2.7 (a) Effective bend control; (b) Ineffective bend control

It is often necessary to extrapolate
flow. For this reason it should be borne

s situation should be avoided. A common
the rating curve 'flattens'. Occasionally a
steepen unexPectedlY.

2.3.3 Artihcial controls

Sometimes, the most convenient avai
an unstable or insensitive control. It is

a weir. Artificial controls that are built to
antage that a theoretical
and the structure can

and weir design refer to
Chapter 4.

Low-tlow controls

Artificial low-flow controls can be formed by existing man
as a concrete causewav or culvert pipe, but these have been de
purpose and are usualiy insensitivé or unstable due to blockage

nts controls. The
cost yh ndathorough
inve iui atisfactory.

i. [n a stream with a generally directed
towards increasing br increasing the
volume of a gauge am effects. These

Water level stations
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2.

may be achieved by building up part or all of the control section, usually with
concrete.

Where the stream bed is unstable, the object of control improvement is to
rlso to achieve the above results. This
r very shallow streams timber is the

2.8). Unfortunately, although this
lowest limit that the zero flow level

piping under the timber) it is common
form upstream or downstream of the

construction. Again considerable experience is required to estimate whether
this method is fi[ely to be successful.

Figure 2.8 Simple timber bed control

High-flow controls

Although high-flow controls as su
of existing structures such as weirs, d

ariable nappe conditions. Although

sitivity upstream, the discharge at bridges åroJ'e1åiJilLÏl"å#åïå"rffi,1åî
debris which may accumulate-at the piers and abutments, and careful consideratioñ
should be given to the likely effects on the rating.

Desígn of artificial controls

In the design of an artificial control the following five main points should be
considered:

1. The shape of the structure should permit the passage of water without
creating undesirable disturbances in the channel a6ove or below the control.

Y

Wator lcvcl stations

Y v Y
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Z. The structure must be of sufficient height to eliminate the effects of variable
downstream conditions.

3. The profile of the crest of the control should be 'sensitive' to low flows.

4. The control should have structural stability and should be permanent.

5. Designs liable to cause siltation upstream of the control should be avoided.

The tvoe of artificial control to be used should be designed in accordance with
the con<tiíibns at the particular site where it is to be buílt.

It can be seen that to some extent the

Compound V

Trapezoidal

Figure 2.9 Thin plated weirs

Water level stations
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A most satisfactory style of artificial control for a small stream has a broad crest
yilh a low profile of the itream (Figure 2.I0\. An upstream apron with a low slope
helps to promote the discharge of sediment from t
sloping downstream face endìns in a dissinatins ar

An upstream apron with a low slope
rm the pool (self-cleansing) while a

sloping
and berand bed scour. If properly desigñed this type of aitificial c'ontrol shoufd be:

Igam face endìng in a dissipating apron prevents nappe léparation
If properly desieñed this tvpê of aitificial cbntrol shoufd'be:

- reasonably sensitive and have a high discharge capacity

- relatively free from siltation problems

- structurally stable

- relatively inexpensive.

It .tÃ¡ill also cause the minimum flow contraction and turbulence and so lessen
the seepage losses and scouring of the bed and banks.

Figure 2.10 Broad crested weirs

Water level stations
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CHAPTER 3

STAGE MEASUREMENT

Stage (or stage h
some dãtum, and is
recorder. The zero d
to a clatum such as mean sea level (MSL)
datum. Data is entered onto the station
which enables conversion of filed data to

To avoirl negative stage heights the zero level at a gauge.should be,below the
toweii tãvét to ,ítti.tt the "surfac"e will fall. Nevertheless, il should not be too far
below minimum watér level to enable the full range of pressure bulb recorders, if
installe<1, to be utilised.

In the TIDEDA (TIme DEpendent DAI_a)-archive, stage is. filed in millimetres
above ãuturn ancl stàge clata áre always filéd in the terms in which they were
collected.

3.I STAFF GAUGES

A staff gauge is a g h is mounted eithe¡ vertically or at an

inclination."At"u site" automatic recorder, it provides an

inclependent check on re ls.

The most common form is the vertic

be used if movement of the tower is

Stage measurement
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Q/

v

o
u,
a
rt
h

Itr
qr
rd
JJ
ttl

i
rú
o.d
Ð
!
o

Figure 3'L The method of transposing marks to a sloping staff gauge. The
distance 'x' equals y/sin o, whère cis the angle of the ítafr ga-rigei.

g_f yl'rpi$ if the lower end of the staff gquge is unsupportecl. warping can give
rncorrect gauge readings at the often criticãl low flori.stages.

The following suggestions should be observed when installing staff gauges:

1. The zero mark must always be below the lowest water revel.

ne gauge and the bottom of the next.
on the site. The larger the river (ancl
to be from the gaufe) the biggci tlre

3. The supports should be solid and not prone to settling.

4. It is not recommended that U-bolts be used to tie the gauge to the support as
they can become loose and allow the gauge to slide ,p"a.rõ ¿own tnã supporr.

5' water level should be easily and accuratery read at any time.

ties. If high velocities are
ore of them. Any sharp angle
the flow of water lifting íhe

Stage measurement

Y V v Y
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Keeo the sauqes on the same line as the intake pipe and at right angles to the
flÑ: f".fr âtf gauges (especially low flow gaugès) as close to the intake pipe
as possible.

Do not put bench m,ark¡ oq gquge footings. The.rotational forces on a
u"rti.áifrug" caused by flood cÏebris mqy-chãnge the bench mark level at the
same tirñe a! the RL (river level) zero of the gauge moves.

g. Each gauge should be individually_levelled andthe reduced level of its zero
poìnt õàt.itut"¿ ancl noted. The RL zero of each gauge on a section must be
the same.

In situ
possible to
care must

3.2 STILLING WELLS

Stilline wells {ampen fluctuations in open water levels and protect the float and
.oun1ô*èTgti õf a fÍoat actuated recorder. Typical stilling-wells are shown in
Figrrres 3.2 and3.3.

Until the L960's reinforced concrete

sections for towers reduced costs substan
are of nominal 20 inch diameter (0.50 m),
both ends. The basic units are:

- Bottom sections - with an enclosed bottom and two'starters' for the 50 mm
diameter intake piPes.

Waterproof hatch sections - sections with a hatch that enables field staff to
¿esilt the well. The hatch is clesigned to be submerged during high flows
without leaking.

- Interme{iate sections - simple unmodified sections that are the basic building
blocks for the system.

- Too hatch sections - these sections have a non-waterproof hatch which is
quick to open and gives ready access to recorder mounting bolts, etc.

To complete the construction, a standard steel recorder house is available. It
bolts to the top flange of the top section

Stage measurement
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Suggestions for the design and operation of stilling wells include:

The bottom intake pipe should be at least 0.3 m and preferably L m above
the bottom of the stíllíng well, to avoid blockage by sediment.

given to

tìå?ül$
s at the

ange does occur.

The lengths and level of the capped pipes must be noted during construction
so that they can be found when necessary.

In sediment laden streams, especially where the intake pipgs are regularly
siltecl up, consider installing a short intake_ pipe.about 0.3 m above where the
stilling well protrudes from-the ground. Thjs-will ensure that high stages will
be recorded-even if the lower pipes are silted.

Even in stable streams with no sediment problems two intake pipes should be
used, one at bed level and the other somé 0.3 m above it.

Operating a stilling well with gpen ended, intake.pipes-will, el ttlg4 velocities,
re.sult in levere 'dr-awdown' of the water level within the well. A short length
of pipe connected to the end of the intake pipg a¡d
doùristream will reduce this effect. The pipe, called a
and allows for the passage of water through it by mea
drilled along its length (Figure 3.4).

Direction of flo¡t

aa
o¡
C)

ð
!
L
H

Figure 3.4 Details of a static tube (plan view)

Stage measurement
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Intake pipes^shoul_d be k_ept q short as possible. This will help to protect the
static pip.es from flood debris and high^velgcities. The shorfer th^e pipe the
less the chance of it being bent or bro-ken off.

Static. pipes must be kept horizontal. 'Drawdown' or 'pile-up' of the water
level in the well may occur if the static tube is on an angîe.

Stilling wells must have a sealed base and any flanges or joints below grouncl
level must also be sealed to prevent leakage iirto or-from [he well.

Sites with known sediment problems should be carefully checked at each
visit. Simple methods for chècking the amount of silt in-a stilling well and
the extent of the silting of intake þipes have been developed. Sée Section
6.6.

Flushing techniques for cleaning silt from towers are discussed in Secti on 6.6.4.

3.3 RECORDER HOUSES

Many types of structure are used to house water level recorders. All can be
classified on the basis of:

- Whether the recorder is serviced by entering a large'walk in' structure or
from the outside of a small portable ïtructurel

- Whether the structure houses a float activated recorder ancl therefore is
mounted on a stilling well.

Both types of recorder house have
1.22 m diameter wells, the recorder ho
1.83 m (6 feet) in diameter - which h
in bad weather. Introduction of the
sizes of recorder houses being reduced
outside the house. The recor-der house
some protection.

. With-pressure bulb recorders such as Foxboros, no stilling well is required and
þetr^sings have generally-been as small as possible. For short t-erm sites tlie housing
is often just a simple lockable wooden or metal box nailed to a tree or post.

With the advent of teleme
there has been a move back
'garden shed' huts or modified
lightness and therefore portabi

Stagc measurement
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DATE

1.
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5-

Figure 3.5 Indications of water level tower problems on a stage hydrograph.

A = Partially blo
B = Float tape sl
C = Tower silted

t<lwer, the
the float counterweight is ja
house floor.

D = The float is jamming on the under side of the recorder house floor.

Suggestions on the design of recorder houses are:

The house should protect the instruments from the weather.

The house shoul<l be well ventilated to minimise condensation and high
temperatures. Ventilation holes shoulcl be insect and vermin proof.

For recorder houses mounted on a stilling wells the size and number of holes
in the floor should be kept to a minimum. This will help to overcome
condensation problems.

Stage measurement
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The house should be secure from theft and vandalism.

Painting the inside of the house white will increase the amount of natural
fight.available.at dusk and laryn, apd will amplify the light from a torch, etc.
It will also make the house look tidier anct wili máke it eãsier to keep cleân.

Wind buffet on lightweight 'walk-in
Foxboro recorderã mouñted on the
design benches that are indepe
recorders are so delicate anð
independent of the walls of the
table which in turn is bolted to a

Some 'walk-in' hotlses are being built such that the stilling well comes up
through the floor of the house. Àt such installations the reco"rder and electri^c
plumb bob must-be mounted directly over the stilling well and be completely
independent of the housing walls.

The appropriate local authority should be consulted about the need for
permisslon to erect a structure. The visual impact of the structure can be
minimised by selecting a colour scheme thaì is in sympathy with the
surroundings.

A notice attached to_the exterior, explaining the purpose of the installation
and where further information can bê obtaiñed mãy frelp to assuage natural
curiosity, and is a useful public relations exercise.

3,4 ELECTRIC PLT]MB BOBS

bobs (E n-recorcling gauge. An EPB
bob cor ;ure. An elãclricá current is
and at hits the water a contact is
and an of the circuit is registered

by the movement of the nee 3.6). Details on iñstalling
and setting up an EPB are

electric plumb bob is required at each stilling well site. It gives an
independent check on the ir ternal wäter level ancl therefor"e provides a cheõk on the
record.er. Discrepancies between the recorcler and the eiectric plumb bob will
sometimes occur. They are discussed in Section 6.5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

3.5 AUTOMATIC WATER LEVEL RECORDERS

Biennially the Hydrology centre produces a comprehensive list
water level stations. This is included in the publicaiion "Index to
Recording Sites in New Zealand".

Recorders can be categorised as follows:

Stage measurement
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Earth to water

Stilì.ing weJ-l

Graduated
meta I I ic

Figure 3.6 The principal of an electric plumb bob

3.5.1 Float actuated chart recorders, e.g. Kent' Iæa, Stevens F.

ctangular chart attached to a horizontally
motõr drives the drum at a rate of one
stage is recorded by a pen running on the
theþen via a float/counterweight system.

Simple construction.

Instant availability of a graphic display of recent water levels.

Stage measurement
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Disadvantages include:

- A stilling well is required.

- There is a decrease in time resolution as the time span of the chart increases.

- There is a decrease in stage resolution as the range of the recor<ler is
increased.

- The chart has to be digitised or hand read.

Strip chart recorders such as t
disadvantages of the more common rec
system which overcomes the stage
gomplic-ations of its own. A71, type r
Zealand.

3.5,2 Float actuated_ punched tape digital recorders, e.g. Iæupold and Stevens,
Fischer and Porter.

Advantages include:

- Constant accurary/resolution in stage.

- Constant accuracy/resolution in time.

- No need to digitise t!.e data. Data can be quickly and accurately processecl
by a computer-controlled tape readr r.

Disadvantages include:

- More complex servicing required.

- Greater skills needed by staff.

- A stilling well is necessary.

Stagc measurement
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JlO5 mm at 22OO h()rrrs

I)ay No.

l'lO4 t¡rr¡r at O145 hours

llO3 mnr al OJOO hotrrs

Drive hoLes

ivfain sprocket holes

Drive holes

Figure 3.7 16 track paper tape (Fischer and Porter, Leupold and Stevens)

3.5.3 Direct acting pressure type recorders, e.g. Foxboro

This type of recorder relies on a pressure bulb under the water surface
transmitting^ changes in pressure (caused by rising or falling stage), via a capillary
tube, to a pressure bellows. The bellows actuates a pen on a clock-driven chart.

Advantages include:

- The instrument does not require a stilling well.

- It is quickly and easily installed.

- It is an obvious choice for short term or difficult sites.

Disaclvantages include:

- I-a,ck of resolution if high ranges (e.9. 0-10 m) are used.

- Because of the nature of the circular chart, time resolution becomes less
accurate at low flows, and more accurate at high flows.

- The data must be digitised or hand read.

Stage measurement
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The movement of the pen caused þv thq undamped stage can produce a very
wide trace on the chart and maké it hard to'determ"ine higtr .t;ge leveÉ
accurately.

Moisture in the tubes can cause diurnal fluctuations.

It is easy to incur error by imprecise centring of the charts.

3.5.4 Gas bubblers (either purge or pressure sensing servo), e.g. sherlock

ervo units are in use in New Zealand. In
of the gas

:iå:,åHí
the. weight. on the beam is a tuncti"" 

tf 
FTni 3,ntfmJff 

"tfåi,åIT *tnt¿"1" "j
clrgital or chart recorder by mechanical gearing. Aãvantãges include:

- They do not require a stilling well.

- They can achieve good sensitivity.

- They are easy to relocate to another site.

- They operate satisfactorily in sediment laden rivers.

Disadvantages include:

- The high price and complexity of the system.

- Greater skills needed by staff.

servicing of gas bubbling units is described in Halliday and rerzi (19g3).

3.5.5 Pressure transducers

The Water Resources Instrument

The main advantages of pressure transducer systems are:

- The sensing head is small and simple to install.

- They do not usually require large stilling wells or bulþ tower structures.

- If con¡ected to.a remote unit, data is easily transferred to computer storage
using an Aquitel support unit.

- The sensor units are very sensitive to changes in water level.

Stage measurement
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In the field, sorne aspects of the system require careful attention.

- It is not possible to set the unit to agree with the readings from a reference
gauge. A constant has to be applied to all data values received from the
pressure transducer to bring them into terms of the staff gauge.

- Although the sensitivity of the uni ter level can be
advantageous,- it also means that is required for
gpen river and lake level sites to d noiset resulting
from wind ripples and surging.

sensor will affect its accuracy. The
intervals to clear sediment deposits
der zero and presents a dangèr of

es.

Th" following- procedure, if adhered to, should minimise the problems
mentioned above; however, care ancl attention to detail are required at alipressure
transducer sites.

1'. The sensor heacl must be firmly secured to prevent it moving and it must be
fixed in such a way that should it have to be iemoved it can bã returned to its
exact position.

2. At all site inspections and whenever maintenance work is carried out on the
of the pressure transducer (remote)
readings. These values must be
67). Readings must be taken both
n the sensor head.

If the sensor head is removed for cleaning it should be re-installed as close as
possible to its original position.

þg ^bugl. sheets must be returned to the office at frequent intervals
(preferably the same day).

The storage capacity of an Aquitel remote unit is approximately:

- 64 days at t hourly sampling intervals.

- 16 days at 15 minute sampling intervals.

- Capacity is reduced to about a half of the above if rainfall data is also
being collected.

The amo¡.rnt of data that can be stored in the field poses no problem if the
4u!_u iq being retrieved by the telemetry system - thê data cari be ¡ecovered
daily if necessary. If the site is no
operational then the data must be r
support unit. The period between
mentioned above. If the site is teleme
check on the calibration of the sensor

3.
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4. Where a support unit is used to recover data, it must be unloaded to tlisk al.

the first possible opportunity (preferably the same day).

Regardless of the method used
'raw'form to check for anomali
to include a short period of the
consistent. Once again, plotting
data has been loa-ded [o disk to enable any problems at the site to be
identified and rectified without delay.

Original data are not stored in a phys ata storag^e
syst"ems, therefore all original datâ WATER-9.
MISCELI-A.DATA tape. -The proce tape is no
different from filing it on any óf the fferent site
numbers are used instead of-the usu of the site
numbers applicable to your field party are available from the Water and Soil
Databank,'Öepartmení of Scientiiic ahd Industri al Research.

As an additional protection, the original data plots will bg kept on files in the
district. Any adjustments or corrections.suÞsequent applied to the data must
be recorded oñ these plots. It should be 

-rememberecl that additional
comments, relevant to thè filed data, can be extremely useful at a later date.

In line with current standard
be processed to the internal
sensor unit is mounted outs
processed to the external staff gauge.
the staff gauge and pressure sensor
possible.

acceptable difference before any cor
The reference gauge must be read as a,

using some form of portable stilling device.

Any adjustments to the original data must be based on fact and there must be
a legitimate reason for doing them.

New developments, such as pressure transducers, solid state digital recorders
and ultrasonic digital recorders afe becoming more common and ovelcome a lot of
the drawbacks exþerienced with the earlier types of recorder.

The installation and field checking procedures for the recorders in Sections
3.5.1 to 3.5.4 are described in detail in Chãpter 6. They are also described in a video
tape available for loan from Water Resources Survey field parties.

Stage measurement
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3.6 GROUNDWATER AND GEOTHERMAL WELL SITES

3.6.1 Initial site preparation

1.. Determine whether t (i.e. rises above the
ground surface), or define the type of
instrumentation and information can be
obtained by looking at other wells in the ore logs are often
available f¡ôm the lõcal catchment authority), or by talking to t-he local well
driller. Groundwater levels will vary throughout the year and it will be useful
to have advance knowledge of the ranges expected.

2. The well casing should protrude above the ground surface by at least 0.2 m to
prevent surface water flowing back down the well and affecting the water
level and perhaps contaminating the aquifer.

If the well casing is too short it by either welding
a short section õn top or by att short section can
be inserted. If a sockèt is ubed i or tack welded to
prevent it moving ancl altering the the pipe.

3. Install reference bench marks as for a flow station. A level transferred to the
top of the well casing will provide a reference point, especi,ally if the water
suiface is below the þround surface. The reference point should be clearly
and permanently maiked so that all readings are referenced to a common
poin[. The datum for all depth measuremènts must be clearly stated, i.e.
ilepth below ground level, from top of pipe, or from mean sea level.

4. Check that the well pipe is vertical. This may influence the type of recorder
that can be usecl witÉoilt encountering problems with sticking ffoats, etc.

it becomes too severe, and
a rogue bore. Problems of
d well driller.

6. \üells with a positive head should also be fitted with a valve to allow for a
quick shut down in case of overflov¡.

7. If regular pumping of the well is to be a part of the monitoring prog_ramme
then-a screen 

-should 
be placed down the well to prevent material being

sucked up into the well.

8. On high pressure geoth hould be fitted. The best types
to use arè those with a exit. Side entry/exit types are
unreliable. Purge the g ntain effective operation.

Stage measurement
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3.6.2 Instrumentation

Before a well free flow of
water into and ou compressed
air down the well of the well.
An alternative is t mping.

The type of instrument required will depend on two main considerations:

Is a continuous record required or are periodic measurements satisfactory?

Does the water rise above ground level or is it always below the top of the
well?

Figure 3.8 A stand pipe

Wh..n o$y periodic measurements are required instrumentation could
consist of any of the following:

- Where water levels are belo
permanently mounted electric
6.4.9). Portable electric plu
associated with water level iec
the plumb bob end and not
measure the actual distance to t

- A hand held tape measure with a sounding bell attached to the end.

7.

Graduated board

Tbanq)arent pipe

Y

Stage mcasursment
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Where water levels are above the ground surface, if the head is not too large
(less than 2 m), a piezometer tube -or stand pipe will suffice (Figure 3.8). For
greater pressures it will be necessary tt install a pressure gauge.

For continuous records a recording instrument will be required. Any
standard water level recorder should be suitable. The common t¡pes in use
include:

- Digital rec nd Porter,_Leupold and Stevens)
- Chãrt reco Foxboro, [æa)
- Electronic rer ote units).

The actuating method will depend on the characteristics of the well, e.g.
does it have a positive or negative head?

Wells with negative heads will probably suit the following:
- Floats
- Surface followers
- Pressure sensing;

and those with positive heads:
- Gas purge
- Pressure sensing.

The use of floats will be s of sufficient diameter
to allow the float to rise ammed. If the range of
water levels is significant room for the float and
counter weight to pass ea out interference.

Debris floating on the water surface can jam between the float and well
caslng.

Float svstems in small diameter shallow wells tend to be insensitive. Careful
bahnclng of the system is required if this method is going to be used.

Difficulties can be encountered when

shorting out above the water level.

All metal parts made from stainless steel from
the same batch orrosion. '316' stainless steel is
recommended i resistant.

Where sas Durse svstems are beins used. the gas line should be made of
stainless"steèI. Þeríodic removal of-the tubing ríitt Ue required to check for
calcite/silica build up at the gas outlet.

Stage measurement
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3.6.3 Recorderhousings

ctions (Section 3.2) have been used: 'ì,îxii"ff"åiniilJi3,iiLîiii'jir'å
t rrd recorder house is mounted directly otr

toP,of the torver section. The tower section should be located 
".ni.ãùy 

aroun<í the
well casing (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9 A typical groundwater station utilising standard steel tower sections

en used and have proven to be cheaper to
ularly if the tower sections have to be'macie
rovide more room for equipment as well as

_ f9"qyate ventilation must be provided to all recorder houses to prevent a buikl
up ot condensation and poisonous gases - particularly from geothermâl bores.

to prevent contaminants
the danger that someone
in a permanent blockage

Stage measurement
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Figure 3.10 An example of a well locking device

Rectangular chart recorders have a peculiarity that if the chart is not placed
squarely on the drum, then, as the drum revolves the recorded_stage hei
slòwly riove further and further away from the true stage height. This error

ght will
(plus or

3.1 CORRECTION OF STAGE DATA

At any recorder installation with a s

rec<lrded water level and the water lev
disagree. The internal staff gauge is
there is a difference between internal
discrepancy should be identified before le

only for those times when both gauges are read".

Corrections to recorded water level can be made on the basis of either of two
assumptions. They are that the error occurred slowly and at a uniform rate over a
period of time, orsuddenly and as a result of a single event.

Steel cap
Vlell pipe

Locking bar

Steel cap

Locking ba

IAIEII PiPC
Padlock

È--:=r:;
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riod of time. For example a 31 mm

3 f; "Jå::::i3 åt"j'iåi 3åi,ïiì 
"" 
:it;

asaR PCORRECTION. Itis
tions where a single event, such as a slipping float pulley
as resulted in a sudden and constant error.

Digital and solid state electronic recorders, such as Leupold
lemetry units, problem
The most like -in 

these
d result in con show as
rd. Corrections normally involve the addition or
t.

The recommendations for processing data are therefore:

1: Ramp corrections should be used for any error which occurred at a constant
rate over time. Causes include an improperly mounted chart or subsidence of
the stilling well.

2. 'Smoothing' a hyd recorded in a stilling well affected by
silting..Thïs mu-st periods of known rËcession. A ramfr
correction is applica aie only partially blocked. If the intakei
are. totally blocked th ould be tieated âs either missing record
or it should be synthe

3. Synthesized record is not to be derived unless the data being synthesized are
for a short period (less than a day) and the river can beþr-oven to be in
steady recession.

4. All synthetic record must be flagged with a comment stating the method and
corrélative sites used and the ürñíts of accuracy of the clerivãd data.

5. Sudden errors are normally corrected by the addition or subtraction of a
fixed amount for the entire period of incoirect record.

6. At stilling well sites the data should be processed to the internal water level.
Factors to bear in mind are:

- The intake pipes must be functioning properly.

- The resetting of digital recorders is required very infrequently. If the
recorder is reading differently from the electric plumb bob then the
nature of the problem should be ascertained (see Section 6.5).

- Gaugings must be filed to the internal water level.

Y
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CHAPTER 4

DISCHARGE IN OPEN CHANNELS

4.I DISCHARGE RETATIONSHIP FOR OPEN CHANNELS

Discharge is the volume of water fl<lwing through a given cross section of a
watercourse-during a given period of tim:. Stage or water level is the height of the
water surface with respect to some given <latum.

Dis
for the
plotted
used to
discharge measurements veriff t -discharge curve. To
establish a new stage-discharge c rge measurements and
corresponding observations of stag should cover the entire
range 

-of 
stage and be sufficienf sections of the stage-

discharge curve.

A field program should schedule trips to coincide with
changes in stàge-rather than with calendar dates. st by providing
up-to-date indications of stage. The New Zeal Service issues
wãrnings when heavy rain is expected. Nevertheless, for small streams where peak
flow periods may last for only an hour or so and can occur at any time of the day or
night, obtaining high stage gaugings can be a particularly clifficult task.

If the gauging station is downstream
may be subject to rapid change. To
the hydrologist should obtain a sch
operator, or determine the operating
make his discharge measurements eithe
hydrograph, or during periods of near con¡
to arrange for a specifiecl discharge from the plant.

The field officer must be preparecl to measure to
determine the rate and magnitu<Je of any change in the It
may even be necessary to re-define the entire stage-discha fter
extreme events, such as floods.

During high discharges a watercourse may carry large amounts of debris on or
beneath thê wãter surfact. Discharge measurements under these conditions can be

Discharge in open channels
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damaged or
debris being

f;'.åälìi";i
lmprove.

Figure 4.1 Stage-discharge rating curve

4.2 THE EFFECT OF CHANNEL CHANGES ON FLOW

ships may be gradual, as a result of
ay occur suddenly as a consequence of
be most apparent at low and medium
cause of difficulty in obtaining accurate

4.2,1 Scour and deposition

Scour is defined as the removal of stream bank or stream bed material by the
erosive action of flowing water. It will cause a shift to the right of the siage-
discharge curve as the capacity of the stream increases over that éxisting earlieiat

Discharge in open channels
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the same stage. Conversely, deposition (aggradation, the build up of the stream
bed) will cause a reduction in discharge for a given stage, and the stage-discharge
curve will shift to the left (Figure 4.2).

4.2.2 Backwater

Backwater is the condition where the flow down a channel is retarded and the
water surface slope is reduced. There are two types: fixed and variable. Fixed
backwater, such as that caused by the throttling effect of a permanent downstream
constrictiofl, €.9., a narrow rock gorge, will improve the sensitivity of a recording
site. Variable backwater may be caused by a variety of temporary conditions such as
debris temporarily lodged in the stream channel or on the control, the growth of
aquatic vegetation in the channel, tides, high
downstream of the gauge, or high flows in a
considerab ionship
complex. anticip
conditions if possible.

Backwater effects will reduce discharge at any given stage and will cause a shift
to the left of the stage-discharge curve.

4.2.3 Debris

Debris lodged in the stream channel or on the control can produce a backwater
condition. In small streams, it is often possible to remove debris that is affecting the
stage-discharge relationship. When debris or any other obstruction is removed the
water level should be carefully monitored and the before and after levels recorded"
If a drop in the level is noted then the recorded stage must be corrected as
described in Section 3.7.

4.2.4 Aquatic growth

The problems created by the cycle on growth
channel are twofold. The growing ly creates
decreasing the capacity of a stream cha the accura
measurements by disturbing the verti of water
impeding the operating of the current meter.

Aquatic vegetatìon growth begins when water temperatures rise in iate spring or
early summer and continues until water temperatures fall in autumn. Throughout
this period, discharge should be measured frequently to identify shifts in the stage-
discharge curve.

Sinc under these
circumst disturbances
at lower by using the
three po

Discharge in open channels
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Figure 4.2 Tltc cffect of control changes on a rating curve.
Figurg 4.1 has been.displaced to the leftþ an aggrading bed
stagef area plot (see inset).

The rating curve in
as indicated in tfre
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1.2.5 Control scction

As discussed in Chapter 2 (Secticln 2.3), a control is the physical feature at or
downstream from the water leìel recording station that determines the precise
relationship between stage and discharge.

A stable control will provide a stable stage-discharge relat
stable controls, at which- the stage-discharge curve has been

r that shifts have not
ons where there is a history of frequent
measurement should be made every time
known that no significant changes have

4.3 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT METHODS

The metho<Js for determining discharge can be described under two main
headings:

4.3.1 Direct determination of discharge

This is alm<lst always achievecl by volumetric means and entails the
measurement of the time iaken to fill a container of known capacity. Chemical
dilution methods have also been used successfully in New Zealand rivers.

Volumetric measurements are most useful when flows are small and a high
degree of accuracy is required (Section 4.4).

tion method) - consist of ¡vo basic
den injection. Both techniques involve
a salt õolution) at the upstreãm end of a
wnstream end of the reãch to determine

4,3,2 Indirect determination of discharge

Indirect techniques include:

1. Area/velocity method: As the name
deteiminatioî of the cross section area
through it. The discharge is obtained
together.

suggests this method requires the
anditre velocity of the watèr flowlng
by multiplying these two quantities

Velocity can be measured in a number of ways depending on the gauging
technique used.

Discharge in open channels
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- conventional current-meter gauging - This methocl is the most
frequently used in New Zealaã¿ ãnd-provides a direct measurement
of both the cross section area and point velocities on a vertical line. A

current meters depending on
and the technique used (by

boats). The techniques are

The disadvantages of curr
damage by floating debris
reliabÏe mêasuremãnts is 0.
a necessary minimum depth re
ensure that measuremenìs are
friction.

- Velocity head rods - This met
ity
by
gf

The method can be used in flows which are both too shallow ancl too
fast for a conventional current meter but is limitecl to shallow water
(up Jo about 1 m in depth). Velocities below 0.5 m/s are clifficult to
read accurately.

- Floats - This method provides a direct measurement of surface
velocities when surface floats are used and a measurement of the
mean velocity when weighted rods are used (Section 4.7).

plicable in floods when for various
onventional current meters. It can be

personnel and equipment can be
ting debris can be usècl as a float).

Other indirect metho asure velocity directly and
instead use a variety to compute'ene.gy iosses
over a length of chann riction.

determine the peak discharge
nique is partictilarly useful in
conventional measurements at

The¿ccuracy of th.e measurement is clependent on the selection of a suitable
reach, the determination of an accuratè surface water slope, ancl a suitable
value for Mannings n.

Contracted openings - Thb method_ relies on the flow being forcecl through a
short section of narrowed channel. The discharge is caÏculatccl from"the
difference in head between the upstream and the õontracted section and the
cross sectional areas above and ai the contraction. The contraction mav be
natural such as a rock gorge or artificial such as the end abutments ôf a
bridge. Specially construlteã devices can also be used.

3.

Y
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Parameters required are:

- The cross section areas at a point just upstream of the contraction
and in the contraction itself.

- The difference in head between these two points.

4. Calibrated structures (weirs and flumes) - A number of different designs are
available. Many designs have become standardised and their associated
theoretical ratings are readily available (Section 4.10).

If the structure is installed and maintained in accordance with the design
specification it will yield discharge values to a very high degree of accurary.

Once field checks have been carried out on the theoretical rating the actual
gauging work is reduced to an absolute minimum. Weirs and flumes are
easily automated by means of an automatic water level recorder to produce
continuous records of discharge.

Thin plate weirs (V-notch and rectangular) are generally used in small clear
flowing streams particularly where high accuracy is required.

Broad crested weirs are generally used in larger streams with some debris
load.

Flumes are preferred f<¡r use in small streams or canals that carry sediment
and debris.

5. Flow through culverts - The peak flow through culverts can be determined
from flood levels that define the h:ad-water and tail-water elevations. This
method can be used extensively to measure flood discharges from small
catchments.

Various formulae are used to calculate the flow depending on how full the
culvert was during the floocl. Reliable flood marks can be hard to find in the
actual culvert barrel during peak
flow cannot always b choice of an
appropriate discharg

4.4 VOLUMETRIC DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS

This method involves the direct measurement of a volume of water by
measuring the time taken to fill a It is a most accurate
method oi discharge measureme y. Except in special
circumstances this method is only an0.2 m'/s.

Discharge in open channels
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The amount of discharge that can be measured accurately is limited by:

- The size of the container used.

- The l_ength of time that can be measured accurately. A time period of not
less than 10 seconds should be used to limit timin! errors to^1 to 2Vo if a
stopwatch is used.

- The container must be large enough to contain all of the flow without
overflow by splashes.

.. _ I-t th_e ca_pacity of the container is 45.litres, then the limit of gauging would be
(45 divided by 10 litres/s, i.e. 0.0045 m'/s, if the measurement-is lakén over 10
seconds. For more accurate estimation, several measurements can be made.

Care in calibrating the container is essential. A tall narrow one is more
accur-ately calibrated than a wide, shallow one. In an emergency the container can
be calibrated after the measurement has been completed but caie must be taken to
ensure that it is not damaged, and its volume- altered, between the time of
measurement and the time that it is calibrated. The reverse holds true for
precalibrated containers. In many cases it will be necessary to use separate
õontainers for collecting qnd for volúme measurement. Timing úegins immeäiately
the container starts to fill, so it must be placed under the flow in one quick
movement.

A common and simple application alibration of V-
notch weirs. Because of the shape of the discharged
water (using a piece of folded roofing ir simple.

Simple d-ams will create a pond with sufficient head to form a suitable nappe.
Temporary dams can be built from earth or rock, but if the dam is to be more
permanent, then portable weirs constructed from timber or metal are more suitable.
One method that has been used successfully is to drive short lengths of tongue and
groove timber vertically into the bed. One ôr two pieces of timbðr are drive-n lower
than the others and this forms the sampling notch.- The notch must be wide enough
to allow the water level behind thé wär to stabilise while the flow remaiás
contained within the notch. The distance from the stream bed to the bottom of the
notch must allow the container to be quickly pushed into place. If the dam is not
high_ enough, thgn a short flume may be useci tò carry the wãter further downstream
until there is sufficient clearance.

Whenever an obstruction is placed across a stream, time must be allowed for
the upstream water level to stabilise before any measurements are taken. While the

pstream banks will ensure that water has
along side channels or through cracks in

nd stream bed at the downstream face of
sheet of polythene film or canvas laid

g upstream through the pond should
the polythene or canvas should be sealed
nder it.

The downstream ends of culverts often provide suitable places for volumetric
measurements.

Discharge in open channels
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4.5 CHEMICAL DILUTION GAUGING

accurate results in flow conditions too
ntional current meters. The essential
is sufficiently turbulent and confined to
ow. In smali flows it may be possible to
hannel.

on gauging.

Dilution gaugings can be carried -o-ut þy.injecting the tracer into the flow at

either a constãnt îatõ <lr all at once (sudden injection)'

Constant rate injection gauging is generally the more accurate and widely used

methocl.

tion equipment set up for the duration of

l+- rnixing reach ----------->l

o
a

sarnplinq point
injection point

conductiv
rneter

itv
background
sarnples

DN
tracer injection
equiprnent

D
plateau samPle

Figure 4.3 Aconstant rate salt gauging site and equipment
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sl-ackr^¡ater pl-ateau
lag conductivity

inj ection
started

inj ection
stopped

Figure 4.4 Conductivity at plateau sampling cross section

4.5.1 The principle of the constant rate method

The deployment of equipment at a salt gauging site is shown in Figure 4.3.

the river at a constant rate using
throughout the width and deptñ
reach, below which the sali is

q = e/Rn

Where:

ted sample relative to the plateau sample

Discharge in open channels
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The contribution of the tracer flow, q, to the river flow below the injection point
is normally negligible and is ignored in this equation. In order to calculate Q,_ q
must be tíeasu"reä and R^ detërminecl. The injection rate, q, can be measured by
timing the delivery of meatured volumes from the floating siphon.

The relationship between relative concentration, R, and conductivity, I , can be
assumed to be linèar for the small conductivity ranges normally involved. A
calibration line representing this relationship can be plotted by preparing a set of
'standard solutions' of known R from the tracer and background samples and
measuring their conductivities.

Rn is determined.by entering tþ plateau conductivity, Lo, into either the graph
<lr eqd*ation of the calibration line (Figure 4.5).

4.5.2 Scope of the method

-fhe maximum flow that can be meas

ecessary.

conductivitY 1¡rs cn'1)

Figure 4.5 The calibration line

Discharge in open channels
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4.6 CONVENTIONAL CTJRRENT METER DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS

Th_e principle behind a current meter gauging is to determine the volume of
water flowing through a prism by multiplyiñg its ðross-sectional area by the mean
water velocity in the prism.

A current meter is used to measure the velocity of the water.

The discharge may be calculated arithmetically by the mean-section method or
the mid-section inethod.

Mean-section method

This is the method used in New Zealand. It is more suited for measurements
where verticals are unequally spaced.

Discharge is calculated as follows. The cross section is regarded as being made
up of a number of segments, each bounded by two adjacent veíticals (Figure ã.6).

If v., and v, are the d second verticals respectively,
d., and ã, are Íhe total 1 and.2 respectively, äncl. (b, -
Ui) is thdhorizontal dis e dischargein a seg'áent is: -

(v, + v2) (dl + d2)
x (b2-b1)91 =

The total discharge is obtained by adding the discharges for all segments.

Figure 4.6 Mean-section method

Discharge in open channels
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asa
it is
toa
tions

ct on the accuracy of the gauging will be
minimal.

Mid-section method

In the mid-section method it is assum

re accurate (Rantz and others,1982).

Discharge is computed for any partial section as follows:

.bz- bt
gt=vlX ( 

z

br-b
1*d,

discharge through partial section 1

distance from initial point to vertical L

distance from initia[ point to vertical2
rlepth of water at vertical 1.

Figure 4.7 Mid-section method

The mathematical equations for t
programmed into calculators and mic
proõess. The Hydrology Centre has dev
computer programs, a program that

Discharge in open channels
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information on a standard gauging-card as well as providing other parameters such
{s-Ygtleg perimeter, hydrauliC radius, mean velocìty, etc. - The piogram is called
RICODA.

The first steo in carrying out a current meter measurement (gauging) is to
locate a suitable ieach. r e

4.6.1 Selecting the reach

In selecting a reach for a new site the following points should be considered.

1. th" pu must represent the
flow at quireme'nts must becate¡ed úrves for a recorder
station

Provision must be made to ensure that measurements can be obtained over
the full range oj stage required for the site. If a suitable bridge is not
available it may be necessary to construct a cableway or use a boat.

2. The physical characteristics of the reach.

- The general. course of the stream should be straight for approximately
5 flood widths upstream to ,nsure uniform flow cóndition's.

- The total flow should be confined to one channel at all stages, and no
flow bypasses the site as subsurface flow.

- The streambed should be free from aquatic growth, large boulclers
and dense vegetation on the banks.

- Banks should be permanent and high enough to contain floods.

- The flow should be free from undue turbulence and eddies. Stream
lines should be.parallel if possible. Tlre flow should be evenly spreacl
across the section with an absence of localised areas of high oi low
velocities. Areas of upstream flow or dead water should be ãvoidect.

Uy the rem.oval of large boulders,

ro ' using'ïf: 3#'iil'fr,:i'"ii
ro stabilise. rr the modiricatioo, u." noï ,fïål;i';t' f""t*ilriî
boulders, say) then 15 - 30 minutes should b

De.peqding on the purpose_of_the site it may be impossible or unnecessary to
meet all of the criteria ãndthe hydrologist must éxerciseludgement in selecting the
best of the sites available.

Discharge in open channels
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4.6.2 Choosing the right method

Havins found a suitable reach one must then decide what gauging method is the
most applícable. Conventional current meter gaugings can be carried out in a

number of ways.

1. By wading

Wacling measurements offer the possibility of selecting.the be-st available
cross-sõction as well as simplicity in making the observation and computing
the discharge.

The current meter is usually attached to hand held rods which are graduated
to allow for easy depth measurement.

This methocl is only possible where conditions permit the stream to be waded
in safety.

for greater control over the
to detãil and errors in technique

inor for larger flow conditions, could
ccuracy of the measurement.

Manned cableways

Mannecl cableways are installed only a! _long term_ stations.- They allow the
er range of flows, but because the current meter
large weight it is not possible to obtain accurate
thiwateñs less than 400-500 mm deep.

cableway installation can pose some
stable. ôuer a period of time or after
ciently so that il no longer provides a

Slacklina cableways

The advantages and disadvantages of slackline,cableways are similar to those
for a mannedi cableway but wittrthe following differences:

- They are of a much lighter construction and easier to erect. They are
therefore easier to relocate.

- They can be operated safely by one person from the bank and in
relaíive comfori if a shelter ií inóluded ín the construction.

- Being of lighter construction they cannot carry the same load as a
manñed ca6leway. This may restríct their use invery high flows.

- The 'springy' nature of the traveller cables can make the system
insensiiiveli,hen sounding for the stream bed. This can lead to errors
in the measurement of thè cross-section area.

,,
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Bridge gaugings

e is similar to that for gauging from a
t that the car, in the case of a manned

is replaced by a small portable crane.
to the positions of the verticals and

by means of a crane mounted winch.

Additional complications for bridge gaugings are:

- The gauging section is restricted to the bridge section which may be
less than ideal.

- Flows can be affected by turbulence and scour around piers which
also tend to accumulate a large amount of debris especially at times of
flood.

- Road traffic can be a major hazard.

Boat gaugings

Boats are normallv onlv used when cSbl.eways and bridges are unavailable.
Jet boats often próvide'the only practical meâns of obtarnrng measurements
in difficult riverå.

The disadvantages ofboat gaugings are:

- The river must be navigable and there must be launching facilities
available.

- Boat measurements usually require a lengthy set-up time.

- A skilled boat operator and extra help are needed to handle the boat,
the transportation and the additional equipment required.

The individual methods are described in more detail in Sections 4.ó.6 to
4.6.9.

At times it will be quite in order to forego a current meter gauging
measurement. For example, when a stream is heavily laden with debris or a
suitable current meter is not available, it may be unsafe or impractical to
obtain a complete current meter gauging. in these situations it may be
possible to use an alternative method such as:

Float measurements
Slope/area
Volumetric
Velocity head rod.

Scc Sccl,ions 4.7 to 4.10 for details of these methods.

A field officer may choose to forego a measurement at one station to obtain
a measurement or observe unusual or extreme conditions at another station
which is of higher priority. The purpose of the gauging may have had a
strong bearing on the method used. For example, where a long term reco¡d

Discharge in open channels
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uitable bridge available, it
of installing a cableway in
e the station is to be short

f low flows is all that is required, then
wading gaugings may be satisfactory.

The physical characteristics of the reach may also pre-determine the method
to be used. \ffhere the reach is too deep or the velocities too fast to allow a
wading gauging, even at low flows, it may be necessary to install a slack-line
cableway or look at the possibility of using a boat to cairy out the gaugings.

4.6.3 The current meter

A
There
with v
or pro

ter to use include the kind of gauging,
In New Zealand we tend to use the

extent in similar conditions.

The la (Gurley, Watts, Amsle
be used in 0.5 m and the smaller
and small 1 m. The main consid
effect ofth lrface on the bucket or screw
should break the water surface. The effect o ding on th^e type
of bed material, a smooth bed will have far le consists of lar-ge
stones or boulders. As a general rule:

"The horizontal axis of the current meter shall not be situated at a
distance less than 1.5 the water surface,
nor shall it be at a dis otor height from the
bottom of the channe he metei shall break
the surface of the wat

eters are suitable.
al purpose meters
2.5 m/s the large

d in accordance to
fSO 2537, the minimum velocity for reliable measurement is 0.15 m/s, but
circumstances may necessitate theii use below this velocity (ISO 748- 1979(E)).

A general guideline for the use of specific meters is summarised in Table 4.1.

Discharge in open channels
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TARLE 4.1 Operational criteria for cltrrent meters

Meter type

Recommended
minimum water
depth
(m)

Minimum spin
test (to exceed)
(s)

*R".o--ended
velocity range (m/s)
mln max

Large Ott
No. 2 prop
Plastic prop

Small Ott
No.l prop
No.3 prop

Amsler

Gurley

Watts

Bgmv

Large Seba

Seba Mini

0.9
0.9

6.0
6.0

1.0
1.5

50
10

25
8

30

160

60

60

0.06
0.06

0.025
0.025

0.5

0.o76

0.1

0.076

6.0+

2.44

6.1

0.9

0.1
0.1

0.9

0.46

0.46

0.09

as for large Ott

as for small Ott

Essentially a current meter consists of:

1. The rotating element; a screw or turbine type wheel which is turned by the
water flowing past the stationary mr ter.

2. An electrical device which signals the revolutions, usually a make and break,
or a commutator and brush.

3. rotating element and which is provided with a

n.ffå3, i ".:r":ym* %iil"tt fä ;l'ååT',i ï :
or fixed to a 'hanger bar' for use with cable

suspension methods.

Current meters are 'rated' so that the velocity of the water can be measured by
counting the number of revolutions the screw oi bucket"wheel makes in a certain
time (usually between 40 and 70 seconds, 45 to 55 being the optimum). Using the
number of revolutions and the measured time, the corresponding water velocity is
read from a 'rating table'.

*According 
to Water Resources Instrument Centre recommendations 7987.

I
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Rating tables are prepared for individ
large tanki Only the ^speèitic rating table
,rrid. The metér shoúld be recallbrated
yearly intervals or after 300 hours of use, w

The condition of a meter can be checked in the following ways:

1. Visually check the buckets or screw for any signs of damage..A small dent in
a buckét or damage to the leading edge ilf a- screw will seriously affect the
meter's rating. Ilany such damaþe oõcurs the meter must be recalibrated
immediately.

2. visual
ew or
ng for
rest is

a stated value,
is provided on
e(a),(b)).

n controlled conditions while the meter is
aw draught will be sufficient to keep a
mlnutes ñrore than a standard spin tèst.

the starting
meter turni

still give incorrect results. 
once it has

While the that the bucket wheel or propeller spins
smoothly; ent a,xle which will seriousþ affect the
meter's iát cularly prone to this type of damage.

Using current meters outside the allowable velocity ranges indicated in Table
4.1 resulti in erroneous discharge calculations as the curient meter rating will not be
valid.

The accuracy of a current meter gauging depends very muchgl thq condition of
the meter being used. It is therefoie véry-important tliat the following points be
observed:

- Never put a meter away in its box still wet after a day's gauging. Serious
rusting or pitting can occur overnight.

- Never use undue force when dismantling or assembling a meter.

- Never use any oil other than the recommended type and grade on any meter.

- Never allow meter boxes to become dirty and dusty inside.

- Never stow the ancillary'bits and pieces'of the meter !t ?ny place other than
the places providecl for-them in thè box - the set should always be complete.

Discharge in open channels
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- Never alter. the. adjustment or setting of a meter (e.g. pivot height in a
Gurley or Watts).

- Never transport a meter assembled, or otherwise out of its case, unless this is
absolutely necessary.

Details of current meter maintenance are in a video file available from Water
Resources Survey field parties, and, for cup-type meters only, see Smoot and Novak(196S). ¿

4.6.4 A general procedure for a conventional current meter measurement

Although there are some differences in the way that each type of current meter
gauging 

-is 
carried out, there are certain aspects of the procedurã:'which are common

to all of them. They are the accurate measuremeni of cross-sectional area and
mean velocity. The main factors affecting these parameters are:

1. River conditions

gauge check as outlined in Chapter 6,
he river conditions. Observe carefully
WS Form 67. Describe the conditions

affected the stage-discharge relationship
the station. I-ook for conditions such as

ating or
of sand
event of

channels. Overflows that are bypassing the
,red or estimated. Obtain phótograpñs of

unusual conditions if at all possible. These are often valtrable"foi latet
reference. Construction in the vicinity of the gauge, or high winds, should
also be noted. The completeness of tliese notei wìil'not on"ly aid in'making
judgement decisions when computing the records, but can 6e of value foi
detailed studies at a future date.

2. The determination of width and the spacing of the sampling points (venicals)

The spacing of the. verticals is then calculated in orcler to provide 20 to 25
subsections. The verticals should be spaced such that no sub-section has
more than l07o of the total discharge. The ideal measurement is one in
which no sub-section has more thaá 5% of the total clischarge, but that is

Discharge in open channels
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sire No 2.1Ðo.!

STAGE REAOINGS

Time Chart We R ver

t4 '8t¿L l'ßUl¿ ì.9h6
t2ç,2 Meas. began

t ?.ôo .9,Lq
t 3l5 .ab<
t33ô .qb I

t3 u5 -q.,L2

r35l Meas. ended

t 352. 'gt+2 \ 'gt¡6 .gl+Z
Derived S.H. | .g t+ç t. 8(+q

WS Form 4

NATIONAL WATER AND SOIL CONSERVATION AUTHORITY

DIsCHARGE MEASUREMENT No ...3.I+.Ê.+
..tô.oHnßA. ........... River u,............ße¡*P:r.tl9ß.

Remarks:

Figure 4.9(b) WS Form 4 (Face card)
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seldom achieved if less than25 sub-sections are used. It is not recommended
that all verticals be spaced at equal distances unless the flow is evenly
distributed across the 

-section. The spacing between verticals shoutd bé:
closer in the deeper and faster flowing þarts óf the section, but the first and
last verticals shoútd be as close as reasT ñably possible to thé water's edge.

and their s of the
r bed may ments
to accurate atea.

Analysis of the sensitivity of gauged
constituent measurementé shows that
the number of verticals used across th
the width permits, international
20 should be used but little re
more than 30.

Velocity measurements

The current meter mea
(1953) shows the variat
the depths at which the
velocity is located between the surfa
velocity decreases gradually downwar
change. be-comes more rapid as a result of friction and turbulence produced
by the bed.

Velocity/depth curves such as those
number of measurements and a
measurements of velocity are made at
in the vertical is inferreil from them.
are:

The six-tenths-depth method

The velociw i
of the deplh
parabolic and
the mean velocity is located
the surface, and if the maxi
velocity at 0.6 of the depth is ve
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The two-point method

Here, the point velocities are measured at 0.2 and 0.8 of the depth
below the surface and the average of these is the mean in the vertiõal.
This method is very widely uséd and experience has shown that it
gives consistent and reliable results. The method is not suitable
where depths are less than 0.75 m because the meter would then be
too close to the water surface and to the streambed to give
dependable results.

Errors incurred in these methods are detailed in McKerchar (1987). Other
methods are:

The three-point method

The velocities are measured at 0.2,0.6 and 0.8 of the depth. The
mean velocity is obtained by averaging the 0.2 and 0.8 depth
observations and then averaging that result with the 0.6 depth
observation.

The three-point method is normally used when the velocities in a
section are abnormally distributed such as might occur behind a
boulder or where there is thick weed growth on the bed.

Mult ip le - p o int m e t h o ds

Generally,
vertical is
commonly
mentioned

A nine-point method,0.1,0.2,0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 depths, is
also used when detailed velocity data is required.

. _In deep, swift-flowing rivers where it is not possible to measure water depth, or
in flooded debris-laden rivers, velocities may be measured just below the surface
(the distance should be at least 0.6 m, a

Discharge in open channels
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4. Rcc:ording meailtrement details

card (Figure 4.9) has evolved from long-established
The major reason for a standard is to ensure that no

rlooked. Both field and derived data are entered on
the front of the card. It is essential that the following data are entered onto
the card during the gaugings:

- The name of stream, the location and the site number in order to
identiff correctly the established gauging station; or, for a
miscellaneous measurement, the name of the stream and the exact
location of the site (including an accurate grid reference).

he selected meter type and number, the method
the date of the meter rating, and the number of

- An indication that the meter satisfies the spin test, both before and
after the gauging.

- The location of the gauging point, the water temperature and
conclition, the angle of current and the wind speed and direction.

(NOTE: The wind speed required is that which is measured at the
water surface. In other words the speed of the wind that is likely to
have an effect on the flow in the stream.)

- The time (using NZ Standard
of the measurement. At a site
recorder,
height m
computat

The time is also recorded at the completion of the measurement.

- Any pertinent information regarding the accìrracy of the discharge
measurement and conditions which might affect the stage-discharge
relation.

Notes written at this time are often invaluable at a later date

ers
wh
me

card as EWE, occurs where an area of
tered. This defines the actual boundary

of the flowing water and the depth must be sounded at this poinl For
calculating dilcharge the cross seôtion begins at this point and ènds at the
equivalent point at-the far bank if the same situation occurs there. The area

Discharge in open channels
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between the EWE and true waters edge must still be calculated because the
total area of the section is used to calculate the mean velocity.

the meter. It should spin freely in still
he meter should operate satisfactorily.
nst another tirnepiece.

The distance and depth at the water's edge (WEI-ts or IVERB) is recordeci.
A sounding at the fiist measuring vertical is then taken and its distance an<J

depth recorded. The meter sèttings (Section 4.6.4(1)) for the particular
gauging method are then calculated. The gauging method and meter setting
are entered on the gauging card.

n set to the appropriate setting
the gauging is being carried out
is lowered to the appropriate

r has been placed at the proper
rotation of the rotor to become

needed.

Once the meter has become adjusted to the current, the' number of
revolutions made by the rotor is counted for 40 to 70 seconds. The stopwatch
is started simultanêously with the first signal or click, which is couñted as
'zeto'and not'one'. Record the count and the time correct to 0.1 s.

When gaugings were calculated manually with the aid of current meter rating
tables,ìt wasãesirable to use 'standard 

-counts' 
as listed in 'Metric tables for

rating current meter' (Ministry of Works, undated). If this was not done, it
was necessary to interpolate aðross counts in the tables. With programmable
calculators ahd microcomputers to calculate gaugings, the use of standard
counts is no longer necessary.

If the velocity is to be observed at more than one point in the vertical, the
meter setting for the additional observation is deteimined, and the meter is
set in that position. The revolutions are timed, and the data are recorded.

Whilst measuring the velocity of the fi
assessment of the mean velocity of t
between the water's edge and the fir
water in the subsection is recorded o
the velocity at the first vertical. It is
comment and a shorthand style is
between water's edge left bank and the first vertical would be expressed as
WELB ASS 907o, WBm AfY 90%o, or WELB ASS VEL 90o/o.

If the 'ungauged' section between the water's edge and the first vertical
contains wátei that is not flowing then a sounding only must be taken at the
point where flow starts. This deþth and distance ls recorded as the effective

Discharge in open channels
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water's edge (EWE) and the assessment takes place over that subsection of
water that extends between the effective water's edge and the first vertical.

The hydrologist moves to each of the observation verticals and repeats the
been traversed. For each
initial point, water depth,
sessment will be needed
the time and stage height

are recorded upon completion.

Sudden changes in the channel geometry should be identified by soundings if
the point has not been included as a vertical for velocity measurements. This
ensures that the cross section area is accurately measured.

The current meter should be inspected frequently during the course of a
discharge measurement. This is particularly important during high flow
measurements when debris can foul the bucket wheel, or during low flow
periods when weed is encountered.

The velocity of interest is that which is normal to the cross section. Where
on, a horizontal angle coefficient
s (Section 4.6.5(3)).. The angle

.printed on the standard gauging
ing card.

When sounding from bridges, cableways and boats, depths are recorded to
the nearest 10 or 20 mm. In wading gaugings soundings are normally
recorded to the nearest 10 mm, although in small or wide shallow streams
depths may be recorded to 5 mm or even 1 mm.

When gauging (either by wading or from boat) on a navigable river, the tag
line must be marked with bright fl rorescent markers at intervals of not more
than t0 m to make it visible to craft on the river (see Curry and Fenwick,
1984; p 16).

If the gauging site is a significant distance (say more than L km) from the
recorder, and the gauging is on a rising or falling hydrograph, it may be
necessary to allow for a time of travel between the gauging site and the
recorder. Th be calculated by dividing the distance
between the g recorder by the mean velocity for the
gauging. This s the gauge heights for the gauging that
are entered on ing card.

4.6,5 Correction techniques for non standard conditions

1. Rapídly changing stage

When extremely rapid changes in stage occur during a measurement the
weighted mean gauge height is not truly applicable to the discharge
measured. To reduce the range in stage during the measutement,
measurements should be made more rapidly than those made under constant
or slowly changing stage. However, shortcuts in the measurement procedure
usually reduce the accuracy of tt e measured discharge, and procedures

Discharge in open channels
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during rapidly changing stage must be chosen to produce a minimal
combined error in measured discharge and computed mean gauge height.

During periods of rapidly changing stage the time consumed in making a
dischaigê measuremènt may be reduced by modifying the standard
measurement procedure in the following manner:

Use the 0.6 depth method. The 0.2 depth method or the subsurface method
may be used ff placing the meter at ihe 0.6 depth creates vertical angles
requiring time-cônsunúng corrections, or if the vertical angle increases
because of drift collecting on the sounding line.

Reduce the velocity-observation time to about 20-30 s.

Reduce the number of sections taken to about 15-18. By incorporating all
three of the above practices a measurement can be made in 15-20 min. If the
subsurface methoci of observing velocities is used, some vertical-velocity
curves will be needed later to establish coefficients to convert observed
velocity to mean velocity.

These measures will increase the error in the gauging, but this will be
compensated by reduction of uncertainty in the appropriate mean stage
height.

Additional measures for gauging small streams subject to flash floods are set
out in Rantz and others (1982;pp.175-177).

2. Computation of mean gauge height

The mean height of a gauging is the mean stage for the measuremeni period.
Computation õf this vãlue"isiimple when the"change of stage is unifoim and
is noì more than about 50 mm, for then the mean may be obtained by
averaging the stage at the beginning and end of the measurement.

Where the change of stage is neither uniform nor slight, a weighted mean
should be obtainéd. International standards (ISO 748-f979) recommend that
this mean be calculated as a discharge-weighted mean. It can be calculated
from:

h = (Qr hr + gz hz + gsh¡ + ... + q,, hn)/Q

in which:

h = mean stage height
Q = total measured discharge

= (91+Q2+qr+"' +qn)

9t,92, Íl¡ ... 9r, = discharge measured during time interval1,2,-3,--.. n;
h;,h;, ti; ... lü = av€roge gûuge heighr during time intervtl l,?,3, ... n.

However Rantz (1974) demonstrates that this tends to overestimate s-tag.e

height, and suggeits thãt where the change in discharge with stage height is

Discharge in open channels
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linear in the range of stage that occurred during the measurement, a time-
weighted mean gauge height is better.

This is calculated from:

h = (tr hr + tzhz + t3 h3 + ... + tr, hrr)/T

where:

h = mean gauge height
T - total time for measurement

= \+t2+b+... *tn

t1,t2, t3 ... t. = <luration of time intervals between breaks- -n 
in the slope of the gauge height vs time graph

h1, h2, h¡ ... hn = uu"rî,t;,å::T"l"ttht during time intewals

Where the chanse in discharge with stage height is curvilinear, neither
meiho¿ is retiablå-anrJ Rántz a:n<J others (9V pI t7f¡ recommend that the
mean of the t*óËrìiroteJ should be useà. fitêy alsó provide examples of
the calculations.

3. Vertical angles

When gauging from briclges and ca
current" mõteí/weight aslembly wil
meter dclwnstieam. The dePths

depth measurements.

Figure 4.10). Thus corrections for
points are:

- Sounding from hi a weight that is too
iigt,t, uriõiting s anillarge depths,

aie all factors wh

- Correctins for vertical angles is time consuming and mistakes made in
the calcùl"aiiunr *iti leacl"to incorrect depths and/or meter settings.

Therefore:

Discharge in open channels
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"l 
Apex of vertica[ angle-\ in soundinq [ine

Figure 4.1J Vertical angle corrections. Drag on the sounding line and surrent
meter assembly results in an over-reading of cd þlus (de - clg). Tñe point x is a tag

attached to the cable

Try- !o avoid gauging sites where vertical angles will be a
problem.

Vs" a weight that is heavy enough not to be deflected
downstream: tüeights of up to gt kd(200 Ib) have been used
in New Zealand.

Yttçlg possible use 'backstays' (see Section 4.6.5 (Z)) on borh
slacklines and cableways in- order to keep the s<ìuäding line
vertical.

Be accurate when measu (P in Figure
4.1Ð., Protractors are fit they areãlso
available for truck/trailer

Discharge in open channsþ
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- At rivers with inherentlY stabl
at s itions are
calc during a
will if the ver
has quired dePth.

Vertical qngle correctíon

When vertical angies exceed about 5 " two corrections are applied to
observed depths.

takes account of the extra cable above

lv sisnificant when depth of water bf =
1.00 m. In general, airline correctiorís aíe required.whenihe vertical angle

exceeds 5 ".

The correcti6n (cd) is subtracted from the observed depth (ce) to get the
wetline depth (de)

The seçon{ correction (the wetline correction) ig fo1 the extra line below the
;ât"; iùrfice; that is 'the amount by whictí the length (de).exceeds the
;;ti¿"iî¿óin'tügl (or bfl. Subtr :ti'on of the wetliné correction from the
wetline deþth will give the vertica
correction lor comb-inations of the
and vertical angle P in the range
deriving the wetline correction table

- The we ight will go the bottom despite the force of the current.

- The souncling is macle when the weight is at the bottom but entirely
supported by the line.

- Drag on the streamlined weight and the current meter in the sounding
posilion on the river bed is neglected.

ction table
the water

he wetline
m must be

rus, if the bottom of the
rter on the gauging reel,

are not applied, e1ro1i¡ {etermining the verticál depth will
m, or approximately 20Vo.

ettine he selected
simp[y he required
be Ëei airlinè (cd)
etline calculated
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percentag€ of the ve.rtical depth. This correction process is referred to as
'the initial meter setting correõtion'. '

after setting the meter at the selected
to have changed to Q. If this happens
hanged and will have to be corrected

ferred to as 'the final meter setting

Adjustments to meter settings oximate
because the drag on the weigÉt reas the
wetline correction table is bãse and the
meter are in the low velocity zone at g is that
acting on the sounding cablé.

Vertical angle conectíon techníques

The.application ofvertical-angle corrections is exacting and time consuming.
During a flood_, when vertical angles are most appaient, timg is a scarce
commodity. Considerable efforti have been niá¿e to devise 'short-cut
methods' aimed at reducing the amount of work required, and at the same
time reducing the soundin-g error to a level compãtible'with the overall
accuracy normally attainable in flood gaugings.

From Tables 4.2 and 4.3 j! is apparent that the airline error is much greater
than the wetline error. Therelóre, the general form of these short-õut (or
quickset) methods is to zero the reel and-make the souncling after the airliìe
error is taken up.

is that the vertical depth,negd not be
ot calculated in the field. Table 4.4

ocl A is the 'longhand method'
is a quickset method; C and D
e tagging the sounding line and

In Table 4.4we take typical values as:

Height above water ab = L0 m
Observed depth ce = 8 m
Verticalangle P =20'

and assume the meter is to be set at
further assume that when the meter
changes to Q = 26'. Methods C
changes. The angle change from
is unl-ikely to occuí in pracíice.

S

t
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Table 4.4 Example of application of airline and wetline corrections in calculation of
meter setting for assumed valuèi of ab (Figure 4.11) - 10.0 m, ce = 8.0 m, P = 20' , vrv = 0.3

cd (see Table 4.2) - 0.64 m

Þlstances rn
Firure 4.11

¡IITHOD À
( longhend)

UIIHOD B
(quickset)

Y.ETHOD C
(quickset, -.ag 1.0 D
above ueight)

}ÍETHOD D
(guickset, tag 1.0 n
above heter)

MF:CirÞ: ñ:Dîs<

1, Obselv€ DepÈh

2. Find Hetline depLll

3. Subtract uetLine correction (lable {.3) to
get vertical depth

4. Ime¡se neter and ueight ðnd zero on tag

5. Soun¿ ani. calculate wetlíne alepth

cÀLculÀTE INITIÀL r'lETER SETTTNG (0.6 D)

l. MulÈj-ply verÈicaL depth by 0.6

2. ¡tultj.ply reÈl,ine depth of 0.6

3. Àdd mete! to wt distance

4. ÀdC wetJ.ine correction for {.63@20"

5. Àdd ini.tial air-line corr. Set neter
at rhts depth

6. Àdd meter to wt drstance and subtract
tag to wt distance and set metêr to this
depÈh

7. Subtract tag to meter disÈance and set
meter to this depth

CÀ¡CULÀTE FINÀI, METER

VERTICÀ¡, ÀNGLE CIIÀNGES

1. Find neu air-line corr. (l0me26') and
subtract old

2. Àald this distance to meter settinq

de=ce-cd

dg=de-co¡r

de=obseryed + rd
de-obseryed-F+h'

dj =c . 6dS

dv=0,6de

dk-d:+jk

dw=dk+corr.

cç=dw+cd

se-.t ing =dv+vw-xv

setting = dv-xw

8.00

8.00-0.64=?.36

7.36-0.15=7.21

8,00

6 . 00-0. 64-7 . 36

0.6x7.21=4.33

4.33+C.30-4. 63

4.63+O -Çt9-4.72

4.12+0.64=5.36

0.6xi.36-4.{2

4 .42+0 . 64'5. 06

0.6x7.36=1.42

4 -42+0 .3O-I.OO=3 .72

Yes

6-36+1.00=7.36

Yes

6.06+0.30+1.00-?.36

O.6x1.36=4.42

4 -42-L.OO=3.42

{
P

U
Ø
c)

ûa
cÞ

Ð
o
c,

(ì

o

1.13-0.64=0.{9

5.36+0.49-5.85

l. 13-0.64-0.49

5. 36+0.49-5.85
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The vertical angle must remain constant throughout the zeroing,
sounding and sãtting procedures. If it changes" marke<lly neithe'i
methodC nor D is vaiid.

- Because of the above it is assumed that the initial meter setting is the
final meter setting.

- The technique does not require the use of airline or wetline tables in
the field.

- The tag should be made of insulation tape with a good sized 'tail' so
that it õan be seen easily. Frequent checking shoulõ be unclertaken to
ensure that the tag is not p ushed dcwn the sounding cable by flooci
debris.

- The true vertical depths must still be calculated in the office in order
to determine the correct area.

The differences in meter setting between methods A and B, and C and D, arê
caused by the difference in the zeroing technique and are reconciled as
follows:

Method A is rarely used in practice. You should find out which 'quickset'
method y-our survey team uses, and work through some examples with it until
you are able to apply it in the field.

4. Bacl<stays

associated with the weight being moved
cableways and slacklines are fitted with

ing
the
A

ler.
traveller and goes back to a mounting
nger bar. As can be seen from the

ne will provide an upstream force which
meter/weight assembly and enable the
a vertical position.

Discharge in open channels
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enough upstream from the main cable
line with the water surface will not b
4.12(b)).

A backstay is most useful at measuring sites 
_ 
where the cableway is a

considerabie height above the water, vJhere the water is 
- 
comparâtively

shallow, and where velocities are high. As the horizontal force increases-he immersion of more meter cable as
force
rivers
point

5. Correction for angle of cunent

A second deviation from the standard conditions occurs when the line of flow
(or velocity) is not at right angles t<¡ the li which
ihe area ií determinedl Tneïeviation is and is

r flow to the
be constant over the full width of the
vertical to the next. The method of

ed accordingly.

The angle i
the water,
suspenslon-
hand-rail, o
a line at right angles to the base (Figure 4.13).

Standard gauging cards are printed with a series of 'angle coefficients'
directly oñ th? õard. This òan be use<l as the protrac^tor. The algl.e
coefficients are the first two figures of the natural cósine of the angle which
occurs at the point.

oss section from the measured velocity
oefficient that is read off the printed
s 10' = 0.9903, which is close to 1,

be ignored if an error of less than L%o

above 10 ", the error increases rapidly:

At 15 " the error is over 3o/o

At20" the error is over 60/o

At25" the error isover lÙVo
At 40' the error is over 247o

At many gauging stations in New Zealand, with fixed gauging cross sections
(e.g. cableways ol bridges) angles such as these are fairly common.

Discharge in open channels
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traveller

main cablecabLecar

backstay line

cablecar

traveller cable - -..

on backstay--\
traveLler

(b)

backstay line

Figure a.n @) þ)
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Figure 4.13 Horizontal angle protractor

The methocl of measuring the angle of current is simple, Þut it requires
oractice. Fieure 4.14 shows how thè measurement is made. The coetlicient
õuñ Uó ..ul from the edge of the gauging cPId, .selecting the nearest 2
decimal value. Record this on your gauging card in the appropnate column.

In the situation where there is (or th
current but where the velocity is so I
some sort of device to indicate wh
suggestion is to use a strip of wood, s

mm thick, clamped to the hanger

f-current indicator, or Pointer.

At many stations, particularly at is negligible
near one bank, büt increases pr the river to
Ñúee;40' and 5o'. To caic section the

t is multiplied by the width me vertical'
of curreit also occur at gaug braided,

rs where, at certain stages, the o two or

Line of cumenf )\
meter or cable \
narker \

Tag line, bridge rail
or edge of cablecar

Read angle coefficienf
here
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4.6,6 Gaugings by wading

not conditions at a station will allow the
rule of thumb is that, if the stream bed is

gth (m) and velocity (m/s) shoutd
Fenwick, 1984; pp" 1-4). If bod1,
an knee deep, lifejackets must be

u.sually a standard location at which wading
s it is ririse to inspect the reach immediatel!
certain that the Standard location is still thó

observations. Assemble the equipment
proceeding with the measurement as de

- When wading rods are being used, the meter setting is measured upwarcls from
the stream bed rather than downwards from the wate-r surface. Thirs, for a 0.6
depth measurement the centreline of the meter must be set àbove ttt" Ûuu" of the
rod. by..a.distance of ^0.a x depth, similarly for a 0.2 measurement the clepth is
multiplied by 0.8 and for a 0.8 ineasuremeni, bv 0.2. The calculate¿ depih iJi,ot"ã
on the gauging card, and this is the point at whióh the velocity is measure'd.

Although wading measurements allow for g-reater control over the discharge
measurement procedure, the following steps should be followed carefully:

L. Place the tag line of the current. In places
where the flow is horizontal ansle with the
aid of the þrotract uging carã. 

' e -

by removing boulders, debris and
section and the area immediately

should be removed for a distance oî

;, Liå "Tìixil eT 

" 

$?ìäii :? s i,','åi
ank. Allow sufficient time for conditions

to stabilise before proceeding with the measurement. These modifications
must not be done on any reaðh where the stage/discharge relationship could
be affected.

3.

Discharge in open channels
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The observer should be to the side and downstrearn from the meter so as not
to influence the velocity. Exhaustive studies have indicated that the position
which has minimal effríct on the operation of the current meter is when the
observer stands facing either bank ãnd is no less than 0.4 m downstream and
to the side of the curient meter. On very small streams or drains it may be
possible to either stradclle the stream or tó have one foot on the riverbank.

The wading rod must be held in a vertical po-sition with the current meter
parallel to "the direction of flow. If the a¡ris of a cup-type meter is not kept
ïertical, the meter will tend to under-register.

The 0.2 and 0.8 method should be used wherever the conditions are suitable
(Section 4.6.4(3)).

Be careful not to over-sound by all
into soft stream bed material and
such as those with very large boulder
measured cross section reflects both
depths between them.

4.6.7 Cableway gauging

ee
ed
in

blocks and cable sockets must be -uå"1
been tampered with in anY waY. For
certificate is still current.

Assemble the current g weight on
minimum depth required er to be ac
clepen<l on thè weighi/hang nation. For
ãi.'ianðe from the Sottom õ the centreline of the meter is 0.20 m, ttre
,niili*ur require<l depth for the 0.6 depth method is 0.55 m,-and the minimum for
the 0.2 and 0^.8 methocl is 1.15 m. For ir mbinations where the distance is 0.30 m,
the minimum depths are 0.80 and 1.60 m respectively.

Do not attempt to carry heavy soundin-g. weights gP an access ladder to a cable
car ptittorm. Ins'tead, unwind eñough caõle frþm thè mounted sounding reel to
p"rtñit the meter ancl weight assembly-to be attached to the cable at ground level.

With the equipment assembled an
headphones or the electronic counter to
metei bucket wheel to make certain tha

tance from the centreJine of the meter to
ms required durine the measurement; i.e.
WS foim 4 if correltion for vertical angles
ers, cable-car puller.

The initial point for cableway measurements is usrlally_located at or near the
left bank towei or anchr¡r. Thé initial point should be 

-clearly 
marked since all

5.

6.

7.

Discharge in open channels
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cities must be referred to this point. The
the nlain cable should also be'marked on
the left bank is more convenient when
rmally prepared as downstream views.

With a manned cable car, board the cable car, ensure the meter is clear of
obstructions and traverse across the waterway. Determine the width and examine
the horizontal velocity distribution.

ng.asrlescribed in Section 4.6.4. Unlike wading gaugings,
calculated downwards from the water surfaðel Ã O'.0
by multiplying the depth by 0.6, a O.2 measurement by

at the first vertical and lowered until the

slowly into the bed.

An alternative procedure is to zero the counter when the centreline of the
meter is at the watei surface. The sounded depth is then the counter reading when
the weight touches the bed plus the dist lnce from the centre of the meter"to the
bottom of the weight.

Should the meter become snagge-d- by 4-oating debris there is a real danger that
the resulting pull on the gauging-ðaUte 

-will 
tip ihe cable car on its side. "In this

sttuatton the uauging cable should be cut immediately. Be careful of the cable
whipping backl 

(

Some cables may undulate from the pulling motion required to move the cable
car from one vertiCal to the next or from iigorous crairking movements when

otion must be allowe<I to subside before
s. This is of particular importance when
the effects of vertical movement on the

nge.

With slackline cabl
reel or winch is used to
'A' or 'E' reel is used
velocity measurements.

feeling the bed w
m is to visually linr
The cable will spring upwards when the weight touches the

4.6.8 Bridge gaugings

The general procedure for bridge gauging is the same as for gauging from a
manned cableway.

Discharge in open channels
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13) are road traffic and the tipping of gau

For the most reliable measurements

One of the abutments is normally chosen as the initial poinl f9J b{d-ge
measurements. As in the case of cableways, this should be on thè left side of the
rtd-. Wh"r" it is permissible to paint mârks on the bridge it should be done in a
neat and orderly fashion.

Select and assemble the equiPment
cases an A-frame bridge crane and an A
less. With heavier -weights a trailer
Counterweighting is normally necessary t
and Fenwick, 1984).

Where the direction of flow is not normal to the cross secti9tr, fi horizontal
anete co;tliõient must be applied to the measured velocities. Vertical angles must
be"corrected for if they occúf (see Section 4-6.5(3)).

4.6.9 Gauging from a powered boat

Boats are normally usecl only when cableways and bri4ges are unavailable or
unu*¡iô. ¡et UõãtJ'oiteo próvide the only 

-practicable 
means of obtaining

measurements in difficult conditions.

There are several methods for positioning a boat to obtain soundings. and
Oet"i-iné uéfo.iti"s, but the most cdmmonly rlsed in New Zealand is to string a

tagline prior to each measurement.

Tagline stringing requires skill,
Not onÏv are theõ õoteniial hazards
most ofien carried ôut at remote loc
Taglines are
observed (se
been made,
potentially dangerous one.

Normallv a temporary tagline is strung for the duration of the discharge
r.orui.-ãít un.l..tïtouecí aftðrwards. Cablðs that range in diameter from 1.5 mm
to 4.5 mm are usecl. The operation is carried out with ã reel mounted on the bank.
Do not secure theìagline tä the boat; in case of trouble, let it go; it can usually be
retrieved afterwards.

Discharge in open channels
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up äJä*:i'åä
;it s on the hook-

oss the river. Three people are normally
ashore, controls the ieei and the rate ít

perates the boat and the third person
ine and anchor cable when the far bank is

the-opposite bank is reached, the ring
to the anchor cable. Note that in ã
gain height above the water.

4.1 FLOAT MEASUREMENT OF DISCFIARGE

Floats are useful for measuring high discharges under the
circumstances:

1. No conventional current meter is available.

2. A current meter is available but the measurement structure -
cablewav - is unsuitable, and equipment for measuring from
unavailable.

3. A conventional current meter is available, but floating debris
impractical to use the meter.

Discharge in open channels
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Float sausings are always preferable to slope-area estimates of flood discharge

becat¡se ueioclty ls measured dírectly.

Floats usecl can be either rod floats or surface floats. Surface floats can be

and the relationship between surface
rmined.

s, weighted at one end so as to float
end just clear of the bottom of the
of vðry regular dePth. Rod floats
verticáI. Ã numbei of runs sPread

of the mean velocity in the entire cross

section.

Two cross sections are selected alon
sections should be far enough apart so th
from one cross section to thè other can b
least 20 s is recommended, but a shorte
such high velocities that it is not possible t

The water surface elevation should
each cross section ancl at one or more in
usecl at a later date, when conditions p
end stages will be used to obtain th
sectionlwill then be used to derive an

In making a float measurement a number of floats are distributed Ìnifcnmf
across the strãam-*idth, and the position across the section of each float is noted.

The floats should be introduced ashort di
section so that they will be travelling at t
uostream section.- A stopwatch is used
séctions of the reach. Tlie estirnated p<r

is also noted at the downstream cross section.

If there is no bridge o to the

stream, the floats will hãve t tream'

ifÃãî'uäì.p"ttltl" to pos where

,oil'oi 
-the'flow occurs. these

conditions will incur large errors.

that u
. The
tiplyin

The
ubsections.
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Float mea
condil.ions mav
of the computê
reach is selecte
may be in error by 25Vo or more.

4.8 SLOPE-AREA MEASUREMENT OF DISCHARGE

Figure 4.14 Slope-area measurements.

Theory:

The method ilapplied in straight, parallel-sided channels or in cha.nnels which
gently converge. The þarameters rðquiied are

- The mean cross section area for the me¿rsurement reach.

- The mean hydraulic radius.

- The water surface slope.

- A coefficient which makes allowance for the roughness of the
channg_l and a-ny.other conditions which may have an"effect on the
flow. The coeffícient is called'Mannings n'.

Velocity is calculated from the hydraulic radius and the water surface slope.

Cross section area, and slope of the water surface are measured in the field, the
Jo¡rghness coefficient n is estiimated and the discharge is calculatecl uri.tg'i¡"
Manning equation.

\ = P¿2/3 Srt/z/n

q = 6¡12/t S{/z¡n

Discharge in open channels
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where

Vis );
Qis
R is A/P (m[
A is area (m");

t;

In a straight channel such as a canal where the flow neither converges nor
diverges, ttt" tõtut energy line is parallel to the water surface, such that S¡ = S" = S.

Where the fl<lw graclually converges (Figure 4.t!), A2 -. -Ar, Ye. assume no
energy loss due to the contraction and head loss over the reach clue to trlctlon ls:

h¡ = (h1 - hr) + (v12 - ,] )/zc

n<lting that

S = (hr _hz)lL

then

S¡ = h¡/L = S + @tz - vz\lzgL

In a diverging reach, where the-re is an.energy loss h" = k(v12 -u])/ZCdue to
the expansion, the head loss due to frictior is:

h¡ = (h1 - hr) + (1 - k) O] - u])/zc

Sometimes the value k = 1/2 is aclopted, but the value is guestionable. For this
,.urõn, und b".oose cliverging'reaches 

^tend-to be unstable, they are best avoided.
The ideal reach:

- is as straight as possible.

- contains the flow without overflow.

- has a flood by a minimum of vegetation'- Seasonal

"ãC.iotinn 
i blê in smaller creeks, ãs equal flows will

have seascln

has uniform cross sections ancl preferably is convelging;- the. increasing
veiocity through the reach prevenis dep<lsition of bed load and ensures a
stable becl profile.

aximum flood width. For extremelY
p introduced bY
m the ma:<imum
sh that conditions

reases.

Discharge in open channels
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- has flood marks of good quality and quantity.

- has straight entrance and exit co
extremities must be treated with
flood levels on either bank will al
downstream section, backwater
higher flood stages; the backwa
area relations will be upset.

on ls:

n = 0.32 50.38 P-0.16

The quantities S and R are as previously defined ancl the coefficient of 032
differs from Jarrett's of 0.38 becausti his equation has

s (1981). For
the measured
differences is

ose reported by Jarrett (1984).

resort when other methods of measuring velocity
cannot be used. It is primarily <lf value when site-s
as passed, to infer peak discharge from maximum
od marks along each siCe of the rèach.

nction with a gauging to
h suitable for slope-area
the water levels in the

Fieldwork:

In the field the slope S is derived by measuring the clifference in elevation <lf the
water surface be¡veeñ the- upstream 

-and 
downltream encls of the reach, which

typically will be hundreds of mètres aparr.

ood peak has passed and it is
preferably during the flood. It is
shortly after a flood event has

e pegs are in place the remainder of
or water levels permit, without the

Accurate measurement of water levels is most important as the slope estimate is
sensitive to small errors in water level measurements. Defining water l'evels from

Discharge in open channels
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PART III - CALCULATIONS
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Figure 4.15 WS Form 4E
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flood marks is difficult. Surge and
than the mean maximum levé|, and

lly more reliable than those in trees or
sed the vegetation to bend over during
levels receded.

Consistency is more important lar
locations shoulâ be sought oït and of
silt and sand tend to be better mar 

,i
an actual or estimated water level using a
so that the uppermost corner defines the

rvey stake coloured with spray paint.

Measurement of the levels, distances and cross section is by standard surveying
procedures (Chapter 6).

The difference in levels between the marks should be at least 300 mm andshould in '1.-27o, which can be difficult to achieve when theslopes I distances between cross sections should be measured
{ottg t ach, and it may be necessary to make measurements to
fix the ine.

Itqylng measured both the fall on the water surface (h, - hr) and the length of
reach (L), between._the fixpo.ints, the slope (S) is derived'sÍmplfby dividing tñe fall
by the length; S = (hr - h)/f.

ffice procedure:

n devised for entry of slope-area
The form is not used in the field as a

are transferred to the form from survev
igure 4.15 iilustrates the use of this forní.

between sections 1 and 2 indicates a
sing both the standard
cl the modified formula
rmula gives a derived
formula.

4.9 VELOCITY HEAD RODS

Although this_ method a quick way to determine
discharge in- small streams. le iñ weecly streams where
conventional current meters .16 shows ihe rod which, in
use, is set on the channel b ng upstream. The depth of
the water is recorded ne .- Î¡e rod is then tilrned
through 180" so that the The obstruction of the flow
causes an increase in heigh of the rod, essentially equal

Discharge in open channels
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height of rttundln6 wuve

dcpth of flow

b

Longth
to autt

USE OF VET¡CITlÍ HEÀD AOD

CONSTRUCTIONÀI, DEIÀII^S OF

VE¡.OCITÍ HEÀD AOD

Figure 4.16 Velocity head rods

to the velocity heacl, h. The velocity is therefore given bJ u - 1(ZgÐ = 4.43 h (v in
m/s, h in m).' This gives the mean úelocity in the vertical and observations are taken
alông the cíoss seciion t<l calculate the tótal discharge in the same manner as in a
currént meter gauging.

The discharge is probably not as reliable as that measured with current meter,
however the roî na:s the ádvantage that it can be used in streams _carrying
considerable debris. trt is difficult tdread for velocities that are less than about 0.5
m/s, and is hard to handle in velocities exceeding about 2.5 m/s.

If the method is to be used it is worth doing some check measurements to
compare velocities against those recorded from a current meter.

tool for measuring discharge in open
5103:L973'Code of practice for the

irrigation systems') and is available as
strument Centre.

4.10 PRECALIBRATED STRUCTURES

Weirs and flumes with predeterm
flow measurements. In theory they

check gaugings are often necessary to e
invert is critical (lSO 1438/1 - 1980).

Discharge in open channels
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d as thin plate weirs (Figures 4.17, 4.79),
s, and flumes. Each type is suitable for
ditions to be considered can be grouped
antity.

Water qualíty:

Thin plated devices are suitable only for clear water. Where water transports
silt, sand or gravel, or floating debris, broad crested weirs or flumes may be
satisfactory.

Where streams drain geothermal areas, or contain mine drainage, corrosive
properties of the water pay preclude. the use of some metals, and may
require concrete with particular properties.

WaÍer Etøntity:

V-notch weirs are suitable for relatively small flows; full width thin plate
weirs, and flumes, are recommended for medium flows. Triangular profile
(Crump) weirs are recommended for larger flows.

For a small ratio between ma.:rimum and minimum flow, rectangular shaped
flow sections suffice; where the ratio is larger, V-notches, <lr flat-V weirs, or
compound weirs, where the installation is large are recommended.

The most widely used structures in New Zealand on natural streams are 90 and
L20 degree V-notch weirs. Experience with these is mixed, as in many cases ongoing
maintenance has been necessary to clear sediment that accumulates ín the upstream
weir pond.

Discharge in steep streams with significant sediment loads is particularly
difficult to ñreasure, aird the authors haie been unable to iclentify sätisfactorily
operating structures in New Zealand, on this class of stream.

Other problems encountered with structures include vegetation growth, leakage,
deterioration of the structure surfaces at

ings are archived so that they can be used

As well as comprehensive international standards, there are excellent
references available on structures for flow measurement (e.g. Ackers et al., 1978;
Rantz and others, 1982; Herschy, 1985). Ackers et al. ('1978, Fig. 1.1) provide a
logic diagram to assist in the choice of a .suitable structure. When using thi.s diagram
in the New Zealand context, the importance of dealing with sediment must be
stressed.

formulae for thin plate weirs (V-notch
ructures (broad-crested and triangular

nd the scope of this manual, and the
in hydraulics should be consulted.

Discharge in open channels
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Weirs are usecl f<rr comparatively sm
installed and maintained in accordanc
discharge values to very high accuracy
anabsolute minimum, and consists almos
heacl of lvater above the crest of the weir.

These structures are commonly called 'pre-calibrated'-but will require some

form of fielcl rating to confirm that the theorefical rating applies in the field.

Some generalities concerning weirs are:

- A weir is a wall or bank constructed across a channel for the purpose of
raising the water level _ !¡pstream of the weir, aþoye the water level
clownstream of the weir. Ufstream is the 'head-water', downstream the 'tail-
water'.

- There shculd be free-fall between these two. When tail-water rises above
invert-level the weir is saiC to be 'drowned'.

- A weir intended to operate in this drowned condition at all times is called a
:*b-"rg"{ weir', anil clot"nstream water level is also necessary to calculate
discharge.

- The falling bo<ty of water between head and tail water is called the 'nappe'.

- When a weir is shorter than the width of the channel the parts of the wall
between the weir and the banks are called 'end contractions'.

- When a weir occupies the full wiclth of the channel y.e say it is a 'fully
suppressecl' weir (i.ê. the end cont¡ actions are suppressed).

- When a short weir is placed in a wide channel, such-that the.banks of the
'oppinã.tr pool' have iro effect on the flow through the weir, it is said that
'thé contraõtion is fully developed'.

- Since th
pool to
distance
must be
distance
head.

times the width of the nappe at maximum head.

The most common an{ accurate of the weir designs are the sharp crested or thin
plate weirs which come in a variety of forms.

Discharge in open channels
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4.10.1 V-notch weirs

,^ TJ,_ ?1,g1"^l-T"4 by^lle straight sides of the V may be anywhere from 120,
down, but the 90 , the half 90 and the quarter 90 are the most common.

The specifications for a standard weir as set down in ISO 1438 - 1980(e) are:

- It shall consist of a symmetrical, V-shaped notch in a vertical thin-plate.

- The line which b.isects the angle of the notch shall be vertical ancl equidistant
from the sides of the approacñ channel.

d- plane, especially on the upstream si<Je,
the sides as weli as the bbttom of the
e equivalent in surface finish to that of

Þ t/4 radians

Detail of s¡des

of norch

(\\
irt\

Figure 4.17 V-notch weir

Discharge in open channcls
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by abrasive cloth or Paper.

- The downstream edges of the weir shall be chamfered if the weir^plate is

thicker than the atlowable ciest wicltn. The surface of the chamfer shall

make un otrgrå'ãi[|;iõìiuni5" with the crest surface (Figure 4't7)'

- The weir plate is usually made from corrosion resistant metal'

The terms half 90 ancl quarter 90 do not mean 45' and 22.5' but in fact refer to

the arã ä;; ; ti";; häà óf water obuu. the 'apex'. The actual angles are 53'8 '
and2fl" 4t .

V-notch weirs^are ccurate meastlrement of flows

up to about 1.4 ;3f.,. flows if they are incorporated

;ïh;"th"rãesigrí wh flows'

The general formula for a v-notch weir (ISO 1433/1 1980(E)) is:

e = 8/15 JQe) C" tan (e12) (h")''t

wlrere

t mlsz)

The effective heacl is calculaterj f¡om:

h"=h+ku

where h is measured head and k, is a notional vertical displacement to allow for

;ff;¿tr òf iuito." tension and visco'sity. For e less than 90', it is grven by:

ku = o-ooo6/sin (ølz) (metres)

an<j irlr o greater than 90'., it..is approximately 1_ **, which also applies for

iå.iuig"rár î"ñrl^Siiiiii', ittil uä¡utt*ênt is necessary only for very low heads'

The weir equation is recommended for:

h > 0.05mandh < 0.38m
P 2 0'45m
hip
B
tan (ø/2) hlB

(See Figure 4.17 for definitions.)

Discharge in open channels
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ble velocity of approach ancl a fully
ted as a fuhction bf tne notch anglé

tion ål ll"."i,âH"o?" î",:.iîlË:'ffi "1:quarion is iilustratéd in ISO 14íB/1.

Fo¡ a 90' V-no_tch, with tan (e/2) = 1, and C" = 0.57g from Figure 4.1g, the
discharge equation is:

e = 1.366 h"t/,

If the criteria for hrlp^an d tan ,(e /?)ll\,prg.nor.met, rhen for o = 90. , c" may
be estimated from a set òf curves 1ÌSô i+3S /1,Fig.7).

0,61

0,60

<¡" 0,59
o

t
j 0,58

0.57

0,s6

Discharge in open channels

{Neqlig¡bla veloc¡ty ol approach
ølÍects o1 h/p ãnd p,/8 negl¡qiblol

lltrt

^ 
lt 2tt t¡ 41t 51 2¡
993993

(20"¡ ¡aoo) (60') (so') (100") (t20.¡
Value ol notch angle, c lradian:)

Figure 4.18 Curve for determining C"

4.10,2 Rectangular weirs

_ Jle rectangular weir is formed by.a rectangularlotch cut in a thin plate. Eclge
conditions are as in Figure 4.19. For âll values õf U7n, the discharge is given by: 

Q

Q = C" Z/3 J(ZÐb"h.3/2

in which
C^ = coefficient of discharse
b." = effective width e

hã = effective heacl.

Values for C", which is a function of h/p and bfB, can be cleterminecl from
Figure 4.20. u

I Y v V
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Detail of crest and

sides of notch

Figure 4.19 Rectangular weir

Discharge in open channels
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0,80

0,78

o,76

o,7 4

o,72

0,70

0,68

0,66

0,64

0,62

0,60

0,58

0,56
0 0,4 O,B 1,2 1,6 2,o

V alte ol hlt

Figure 4.20 Discharge coefficient for rectangular weirs
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Figure 4.27 Curve for kn as a function of b/B
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Effective width and head are defined by:
b^=b+k'.üi=t'+ti

in which k* and k, are experimentally determined quantities which compensat€
for rhe combi'ñed effects of'viscosity aîd surface teñsion.. The quantity k6 is

rletermined frorn Figure 4.27, and kn ii taken as a constant = 1 mm.

The criteria for applying the above equation are:

= 0 (full width weir)
0.10 m.

Examplc: Calculate clischarge over a rectangular with a notch width b = 1.000

m, approñh channel wiclth B ="2.000 m ancl with a measured head h = 0.500 m.
Heigtit of the notch is p = 0.250 m.

exceeds 0.1 m.

0.5 and hlq = 2.0, C" = 0.614. From
nd using kh = 1 mm:

Hence discharge is:

Q = 0.614 x (213) (2 x 9.81)0's x 1.003 x 7-0013/2

= "l,.tJ2m3/s.

4.II THE CULVERT METHOD

The peak discharge through culverts can be cletermined f¡gm high water marks
that defiåe the head-üater anõ tail-water levels. This method is used extensively to
¡¡ðurrr. flood {ischarges from small catchments particularly where they cross

hiqhways or rgads. Thii method, like rnany of the inãirect methods of deterrnining^
n3*, ¡i't,uiecl on the energy losses that occúr with abrupt changes in the character of
flow.

Discharge in open channels
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the cross section of the approach
at a distance that is equivalent to the
f the diameters et the culvert entrance,

e channel section downstream fr<lrn the
ater levels.

The important features that contr
approach section can be the occurrence

ments. Details of estimation of peak
(1e68).

Discharge in open channels
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CHAPT'ER 5

RAINFALL MEASUREMENT

t is to obtain data on rainfall distribution

Service standard procedures (NZ Meteorological Servi ce, 1971').

procedures are not very accurate.

5.I PURPOSE OF THE S'TATION

Before a rainfall station is established its purpose must be clearly defined. This
will cletermine the nature of the data collecied, and the type of instrumentation
used.

Rainfall is recorded as the depth of

costs.

Rainfall measurement
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5.2 TYPES OF RAINGAUGE

There are two types of raingauge:

Manual or non-recording

Automatic or recording.

5.2.1 Manualraingauges

Another t¡re .of non-recording raingauge is the octapent gauge (Figure 5.4), a
coppgl gagge for installation in remote areas, where readings are takeñ weekly or
monthly. (See Section 5.5.3.)

All three raingauges mentioned above are emptied at each reading and give
results accurate to 0.1 mm because the measuring cylinder diameters-are much
smaller than the catching-rim diameters.

uges installed at sites where there are no
d where less accuracy than that obtained
also called totalisator gauges because they
to overflow before the next visit. Refer to

5.2.2 Recording raingauges

ave information, not only on
iod of time (a day, a week, a
intensity of rainfall. This

which keeps a continuous record of the

med for the way in which they operate:

and Casella), and the tilting siphon (e.g.
calibrated depth of rain in a chamber
cross a chart; the chart is moved laterally

the rate of rainfall as it falls. When the
limit of the chart; at this point the
off, the pen falls to zero on ihe chart,

Rainfall measurement
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arìd the process is repeated. If the rain is of very- high intensity, a small amount may
be missed during the siphoning, which may take 20 seconds or so.

Weighing bucket gauges have not been widely ad-opted in New Zealand,
although- they could b? useful in cooler areas where both rain and snow are
expected.

Tipping
hence for m
widely used.
is led into o
balanced on a knife edge. When the cal
bucket turns over, spilling its catch an
under the funnel (Figure 5.ó). This pro
of rainfall, depending on the bucket capacity.

5.3 MEASUREMENT ERRORS

There are three main sources of error in rainfall measurements, namely
instrumental, observational and those arising from raingauge siting (exposure).

Instrumental errors may arise
moistening of dry metal surfaces, icing
to be cumulative and to decrease the
suggested that wetting losses alone may re

Observational errors, although important, can be reduced to a minimu_m by tþe
correct use of field procedures (Section 5.5). The following points should be
considered:

Use the correct installation procedure for the gauge.

Operate a regular maintenance programme.

Exercise care when reading glass measures, etc.

. Th. single factor hayiîg.the.most serious effect upon the accuracy of the catch
$ rarngauge exposure. Litile difficulty arises when rãin falls verticaily but under
windy õonã;tloris problems can occur (Section 5.4).

5.4 SITING OF RAINGAUGES

Rainfall measurement
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water balance studies. In these situations it is desirable to use ground level gauges,
set in pits and surrounded by anti-splash grids.

selected. To permit comoarisons
should be simìlarly sited.' In this

; gauges are said to have normal
If rain always fell vertically without

er, in New Zealand most rain is

Table 5.1 shows the amount hy which the catch of a raineauqe mav be lowered
due to wind blowing across the orífice, and further emphasisãs tñe nedd for care in
selecting the site.

Table 5.1 The relationship between wind speed and raingauge catch

Raingauge catch
reduced by: (Vo)

0
I
2l
32
4t
47
50

0
10
20
30
40
60
80

should be at least 6 m square. Where th
the enclosure would need to be at least 6
of the recorder and its attendant check
minimum of 2 m apart. Note that where
distance rule may be relaxed slightly and t
its height away fiom the gauge. -

Rainfall measurement
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Grass shoulcl be kept closely cut for a distance of at least L m in all directions
arouncl the gauge. Undèr no circumstances is concrete or asphalt to be laid around
the gauge al this could result in splash into the gauge.

Summary

The foll.owing rules must be observed when selecting a site for a raingauge.

1. Select a site which is as nàarly representative of the surrounding district as is
possible.

2. The site must be permanent with no possibility of any changes in exposure in
the near future.

3. The ground must be as level as possible, well turfed and well drained.

4. gauge from every object should be
t-above the rim of the gauge. Pre
every object should be four to five

5.5 RAINGAUGE INSTALLATION AND READING

A description foll nce of a standard
5 inch daily manual gaug3, a storage
gauge and an autom bY far the most
common gauges used

5"5.1 Standard five inch daily manual

1. Description

The upper part of this gauge consists
turned and bevelled brass rim, exactly 12
funnel is attached. The rylinder fits clo
base, and the funnel feecls into an inner
stainless steel.

de lost
re In
flo this
the water transferred to a suitable vessel

2. Installation arul maintenance

\Vhen a suitable site has been selected, the raingauge should be buried in the
ground so that its rim is level ancl 305 mm (i2 inches)-abóv^eJhe- surface; that-is, the

[r<lun<J level should be at the top of the sflayed portion of the base. Avoid digging

Rainfall measurement
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Brass rirn
Outer cytinder

Funnel

cround level

Inner can

Figure 5.1 Five inch daily manual raingauge

out more soil than is absolltely necessary when Removing
more soil only increases the iime requiied for all. nearli
circular holc just deep enough for the splayed ba deil.

that the rim is level. The base must be
ge cannot be displaced by the strongest
to measure the rainfall. The turf should
it is removed and replaced by pebbles,

th9 gauge must be protected from damage by animals. If it is in an open field
to which cattle or horses have access, an open typé wire fence must be províded.

The rim of the raingauge must be perfectly circular and sharp. If it gets dented
or the edges burred or róug-h, the gaugri must be replaced. t e

Water may occasionally be found inside the outer can of the raingauge. This is
caused by the condensation of moisture in the atmosphere and-it îhoukl be
removed.

If water persistently reappears on
possible that the outer õan, iriner can or
tested. This is done bv removins the
inner and outer cans with water." The
found they should be rcpaired or a replacement gauge obtained.

Rainfall measurement
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3. Measurement of rainfall

the fr:å:TI:
and . Thewh
on the back of the measure, will be foun
correct level to avoid parallax errors.

To make the rneasurement, the observer removes the upper funnel section of
the gauge an<! pours the water from the container into the measuring glass. Care
shou"lcl Ë'e taked not to spill any of the water during this operation.

When the observer looks horizontally at the water level, it will be noticed that
at the top of the water is a narrow, pra
air abovè and the water below appe
called the 'meniscus'. The reading
meniscus. The upper edge is the false w
side of the glass measure (Figure 5.2).

If the rainfall for the period exceeds 10.0 mm, the measurement is made in two
or more stages.

Difficulty will usually be expected in filling the glass measure accurately.lo.the
10.0 mm ma'rk. To oveícome t'his problem th? measure should be nearly filled to

d then the contents of the measure poured

i*'ä:iìru
written down as it is made. 

are omitted

Incorrect level
correct level

Figure 5.2 Method for reading a glass measure

Rainfall measurement
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5.52 Marquis lfi)0 four inch plastic raingauge

1. Description

The 4 inc made of transparent plastic and has a funnel
diameter of 4 consists of anbuter c'ontainei, ã iunnel and a
measurc. The all socket in the base of the ouíer container. In
this position the open end of the measure is directly under ttrJtunnet ãutf"t. Thus
rainwater collected in the funnel drains directry intoihe measure.

! drg into the gr-oun{,. but instead rests on the ground (a
$as ) and is secured by a light metal bracket which is- attached
toa

2. Instøllation and maintenance

To assemble the raingauge,.attach the aluminium bracket to a wooden peg.
The ttltt shaoed hase sllnnnit is-láid on fhe neo qnrl fhe f ¡¡n carrri¡ir^,,1o¡ hra¡Larc a¡aThe "L" shaped base suppoit illáid on the peg and the t¡o semicircular Urãð[ets'à¡i
SCfewed thfoush this into the nes- The nelo ls tt.r* driven infn fhp rrrnrrnrl rrnril rhpthrough this inii¡ thescrewed jhrgugh thtl into.theSeg. The peg ís now driven into the ground until the
bracket l9g is at soil level. The raingauge is then fitted into the 6racket. In this
Posrtron ttÈ rim of the raingauge shoùld Ée 357 mm (14 inches) above s¡ound level
(-Figure 5.3). A spirit levãl sñould be used to ctreèt that ahé .ir ir"iðuel in alt
directions.

gauge is then fitted i

l.lount i ng

bracket

CoI lêctin9
funnet

Outer'

conta i ner

Inner container
and measuring

cyl inder

Figure 5.3 Marquis 1000 raingauge

Rainfall measurement
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3. Measurement of rainfall

For m
plastic me
graduated
millimetre
25.4 mm the excess water will overflow from the measure into the outer container
which is capable of holding 250 mm of rainfall.

observer removes the upper funnel section of
measure from the outer õontainer. The plastic
eye level of the observer, and read to the lower
ove for the standard dailY manual.

5.5.3 Octapent raingauge

1. Description

The standard octapent gauge consists of a funnel with an accurately turned and
bevelled brass rim, 5 inches in diamett
consisting of a cylindrical section sold
diameteiof the outer case is 8 inches,

There are two tvpes of octapent gauges in with a ma¡rimum
caoacitv of 680 mm'änd the otñer with ã max 1370 mm. They
differ fíom each other only in the length of the and the length of
the collecting can.

ight,l962). The frost protector is gnly gf
sé if the gauge is instâlled properþ it is
peratures.

2. Installation anà maintenance

When a suitable site has been selecte

Rainfall measu¡ement
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3. Measurement of rainfall

An octapent gauge is read in the same manner as a standard 5 inch clailv
manual gauge,-except that a glass measure capable of recording 50 mm of rainfall i's
used instead of the normal 10 mm capacity mêasure.

Brass rim þ127 nn

SeaJ-ing

e
é

rO
o
(1

Êe

ô¡
o\
\o

plug
Outer can

Collecting can

Frost

Lead

protector

weight

Figure 5.4 Octapent raingauge

5.5.4 Storage raingauges

1. Description

orifice the same diameter as the tube, the
tube.

the 'C' type gauge (Figure 5.5) which
) diameter orifice fitted onto a milk can.
s into the container and the smooth 75

snow accumuration to a minimur' u, r onltl3,"lJnt¿lt åtîf,'ååi'åff ii3"'"TTf:
height of the orifice above ground level.

Rainfall measurement
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2. Installatiott and maintenance

The gauges are set il the grouncl and secured with lacing wire to waratah

,tunááiã.|--i"htgá;;"'iligtri"áriãJ ãccording to local site conditions and the likelv

depth of snow.

A film of mineral oil is effective in reclucing evaporation losses to a minimum.

the mixture.

These gauges have prov-en to be effective gpossum trlP-s: 1,tç:l^g:t!^P,t:::9
insidãancl j"ust"below thé orifice prevents the animals drowning and decomposmg m

the gauge.

2. Measurement of rainfall

tick at 100 mm intervals.

Brass rim

Collecting funnel

MiIk can
Ground level

oiJ- layer

Rain water

Figure 5.5 'C' type storage raingauge

Rainfall measurement
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5.5.5 Automatic tipping bucket recorder

1. Description

with åT'å,'üff':Ë""åilïii:1"'å""1:oläå l¿:ï:n'""*l'¿
of a which'colleõts the rainwater and drains it into a bucket

2. Installation and maintenance

used to which the instrument is secured by bolts through
levelling bubble attachecl to the base of th'e instrumentls
instrument is level.

General site maintenance is similar to that previously described for manual
gauges, but in addition attention must be given to the followíng details:

- Check that the buckets tip freely when empty.

- Check that with each tip an electrical contact is made.

- Remove outer orifice filter and clean.

- Clean inside of outer orifice.

- Remove dirt and clean settling/stilling reservoir then refill with clean water
to overflow level.

- Remove any,debris from tipping buckets. Be careful not to put any undue
pressure on these as shaft and bearings may be damaged.

- Remove any insect nests or debris from inside gauge.

- check that levelling bubble is still central, and adjust if necessary.

1. Measurement of rainfall

. fhe. tipping bucket mechanism coupled to an event recorder is a stan<lar¿
installation for hydrological survey teams.- It can also be used as a rainfall sensor for
Aquitel telemetry.

Fischer and Porter evefilraingauge-s are almost universally used by survey teams
in New Zealand. They differ fórn"the standarcl Fischer índ Pòrtei watêr-level
recorders in the following ways:

Rainfall measurement
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F iIter

outer cover

FiIter

Receiving cuP

Tipping buckets

Mercury switch
StoPPers

outLet

Figure 5.6 Tipping bucket raingauge

on the back. Instead the code disks
in turn is controlled bY a standard
tates the code disks at a rate of one

therefore represent units of time rather
than stage.

- Punchouts occur onlY when an e
intervals as with a water-level

When the rainfall is very intense, the same set of numbers can be.^punched

,"u"roi ii*"r in success¡on meanrngthat several tips of the bucket oeeurred withln
the one six minute Period.

Rainfall totals are calculated by a

multiplying the total by a factor determin
0.5 nìm b"ucket will hold 0.5 mm of
punchouts is therefore divided by a factor
buckets the factor is 1.

It is standard practice to install a simple manual gauge in close proximity to.a
recorclins sause ad a check on its reliabilify. In New zealand an octapent gauge,ls

often usãdfor"this purpose. Instructions for changing tapes are given m AppenoD(

A.

Rainfall measurement
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- 

9776

9776-965r-725
this is thc nuf,ber of six-
minutg intervals betHeên
punchorrt 1 and prrnchout ZO

íe.125x6=T5ominutes
= 12 hrs JO nin.

This recorder is connected
to a O.5m tippinq tJucket
rainga[ge therefore the
âmount of rain vhich fett
over ¿hê 12.5 hr- period
ís 2o/2 nñ = 7c]ñ.

Drive holes

MÀin sprockot holes

Drigo hol6s

Figure 5.7 Fischer and Porter event rainfall recorder 16 trackpaper tape

Rainfall measurement
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CHAPTER 6

FIELD WORI(

6.I TRIP PI.ANNING

Fielcltripsneeclplanning.Theinitialconsiderationsare:

- Determination of the optimum route. It is rnore economical to service a

number of sites on a circuit ratlhlitf,ã" ¡1ut" individuat trips to each one'

- Decide on the relative economy of overnight stops as opposed to day trips

and hence more travel'

- can any other jobs be incorporaterl into the trip to save making a special

triP?

- witl the expected weather an<l flow conditions permit the required tasks to

be carried out?

Field work
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. WATER LEVET RECORÍ'ER

........River at ......... ....

Tape On/Tape OfflStart/Finish gauging/lnspection

Date:............. Tape Day No.:

Yes/No

Remarks:

Observers lnít¡als

w.s. 67 57273J- 2,OOObooks/7/B6MK

Figure 6.1 WS Form 67 (Water-level recorder log book.)

I

Field work
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Safetv is always an essential consi{eration. mr'- Àr---- 17^^r-'--r ^r:-^+e is

notoriousiv chaneeáble ancl survey team members p tq

iìä"är" äil'ü;;iBi";¡tuãti.'ni. îhir *uv includ qnd

Safetv is alwavs an essenttal constderatron.
,riousiv chaneeáble ancl survey team members p tq

Î;;il' ñ;;iBi";¡tuãti.'ni. îhis may. includ -1*i;;;;l;;iï ñ;;i"bt;;it*ti.'ni. ît'¡'. may. includ and

äãåìäãìti, riùüpi;;Ùã(¡"*"s.with-r,ehicles, boats or arrcrar. rfio nyururugists
iif"ty manual" (Curry ancJ Fenwick, 1984) gives details'

In
on tlre
history
curves
list of priority stations for flood gauging.

ate telemetered water levels will assist in

S.

or outPut from microTIDEDA and
lation òf gaugings in the field, and
gaugings ãnd shifts in ratings to be

A check list of necess
be postponed or abando
shoirld be prepared prior
to the tasks to be underta

A check lists for routine servicing r

Current meters: GurleY
C urre nt meters : l-ar ge- Ott lAmsl er plu s tail-fins

m)
small

Stopwatch
ølíUr¡rit headphones, scalers, counters, etc., spare batteries for same,

appropriate wiring

Field work
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Test meter
Electrical cable
InsulaÍion tape

Cableway puller
Baclætay reel
Floats

Sediment sampler DH 48
Sediment sarnpler D 49
Sediment bottles

A-frame bridge crane
Trailer crane
Crane protractor
Trailer c ount erw e igh t s

Kq: RY:D7
orclinary and waterproof varieties)

tings (copy of)

Sedíment cards
sediment ymp_l.er gg.på: (gives relationship between nozzle size, velocity

and bottle filling time)

S

corders)
ables (for digital recorders)

First aíd kit
Level book
Padlock(s): RKDT (spare)

Spotlíght(s)
Torches and batteríes

atchment authority for use on

Bolt cutters
Toolbox and tools
Shovel
Sledgehammer/maul
Hand cleaner

Field work
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Bucket
Pumo and lrc¡ses

Petrót: 10 litre jerrycan

Level, tripod and legs
Su:ey pegs, stakes and pegbar

Ropes: assorted
Wre strops
Winch [i(or) including handle and rope
Winch hars

Flashing lígfu: for vehicle
Flashinþ líghts: road (including batteries)
Road. signs ancl retlectíve cones

Wet-weather gear: parka, leggings, gloves, hat, etc.
Gumhoots.' knee, thigh, body
Lifejackets

Personal gear.' spare cloth.es, soap, towel, money, food, coffee/tea, etc.
Bílly and cups
Water (fresh)
Cooker
Electric jug:230Y (the vehicle and some recorder
Exteruion"lead:230Y (houses have 230 V power supply.

This check list is verv <Ietailed ancl manv items may not be
survey team, however it ihould be carefully examined ánd if ne
suit iñelividual needs. Much of the equipmènt can be prepared i
together to save time looking for it when required.

A comprehensive t<lol box is invaluable tenance and should
inclucle a *ide range of the most comrnonly w-ell as supplies of
insulation tape, threãd tape, sealants, adhesiveé, H-owever, no matter
how comprehensive a toól box is, it is useless if office or at home. In
aclcliti<¡n iools rapiclly lose their usefulness if they are not maintained in working
order.

6.2 STANDARD INSPECTION OF RECORDER STATIONS

The purpose of a site inspection is to
site and associated equipment. It may al
improvements as well as carrying
prevent future problems developin
develop a'feel' for the site and see

Field work



6.2.I External staffgauge (ESG)

, Lf. the staff gSuge .has become ,,run¿"¿ by receding water levels a channel
should be dug to it. Clear away any accumulatíon of detris from around the staff
gauge and scrub any algae growth fróm the plates.

The water level is read as accurately as p<tssible with an indication of the
accuracy obtained being an integral part of-the rêading.

e.g. ESG = 1.020 t 0.003 m

. (or.perhSPl in a flood); ESG = 6.06 t 0.02 m Note the lower accuracy inherent
in readings during floods.

If it is necessary to use a surveyor's level to obtain the water level then the
levelling must be cl-osed. A site whêre the water level cannot be read on a staff
gauge is sub-standard. A staff gauge should be installed as soon as possible.

6.2.2 Static pipes

^ The ¡taff gauge reader should check the static pipes to ensure that the pipes are
free of_ debris, are not covered by silt or shingle'añd are horizontal. Ctre'ct ttrat
stones have not become lodged in ihe holes in tñe static tubes.

. If necessary, the pìpes should be cleared or straightened but this should not be
done before the recorcler.inspection is complete, as añy change in the internal water
level carlsed by the remedial action must be noted in the log bo<lk or on the chart. If
remedial action is taken all the water levels must be chec-ke<J again a few minutes
later.

For details on flushing intakes refer to Sectíon 6.6.4.
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should not be more than 3-4 mm long as greater movement can result in damage to
delicate pen mechanisms.

Check that the water level recorded is the same ¿s that measured on the
-bob. Write all of these values on the

be checked out and
e with the staff gauges
action taken and why

Change the chart or tape if necessary (Appendices B,C,D). On digital recorders
make sure that there is enough tape left-on tñé spool to last uitil the néxt visit.

Check the voltages of
policy to replace batteries
not. The water levels in w
salt deposits removed from the terminals
jelly such as Vaseline.

Check the stilling well for silting and rectify if possible (Section 6.6).

Clean out the recorder house - check for birds' nests, spiders' webs, wasp or
bees'nests, ants, mice or rats, etc.

Cle _vegetation from around the tower, on pathways andvehicle h iweed killer in spring and summer *ìll recltíce the
amount

Before_leaving the site go_ bacl.< _and check that the recorder is still functioning
correctly. Never leave a recorder without witnessing at least one punchout or samplé
period.

6.2.6 Telemetry

Introduction

A telemetry system offers the opportunity for many of the functions of a water
level recorder station to be monitored rr

Staff should have a working familiarity with all components of the telemetry
_sy!!em and be capaþle of using the operating system (TEI-SYS) from both thê
'Microbase'and the field station. Essential documentation to have on hand includes
the latest versions of 'Harclngs Signals - Systems l4anual', 'Hardings Signals - Users
Manual', and 'Water and Soil Division - Telemetry Operating System Users
Manual'.

I

¡
I
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Pre-vísit clrccks

Pri<lr to each visit to the site the station should be interrogated and the
retrievecl data inspected for any possible faults. Information obtained in this way can
include:

- A faulty recorder - If the stage data includes'spikes'or_intermittent zero
values ihen there is probably ãfault in the electrical switches on the pqnch-
block or tumbler. Alternatively the data cable between the water level
recorcler and remote may have î faulty connection or broken wire. A spare
recorder and data cable will be required.

If the data shows continuous zero values then the recorder almost definitely
requires replacing.

gap in the record indicates that the remote is not
ãnd if no data at all is retrieved then that particular
may have failed completely.

e station consistently fails to answer
lies with the communication equipment
but it can also mean that the remote has

a battery voltage problem.

- Faulty battery or charging system -

the site voltage. Once a month pri
You will find that on dull days the
1200 hrs than at 2400 hrs. On bri
near 14 V at 1200 hrs and fall to

and other objects that may be cas
This problem may only occur
relocating the solar panel or per
monitoring programme you shou

- Tower or intake problems - Rouncled peaks, flatter than normal recessions
and horizt)ntal tráces at the base of a rêcession all inilicate blocked or partly
blocked intake pipes, or a silted well.

Initíal ínspection

At each visit the following should be checked as part of the initial visual
inspection (Section 6.2).

- Radio aerials - Look for damage; is it still pointing in the right direction, are
any of the elements bent or missing?

- Solar panels - Is the surface damaged or cracked, and free from dirt and bird
droppìngs? Are the electrical leals still attached-to the back of the panel?

Field work
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- Lightning conductor - Look for signs of a lightning strike, check that none of
the cable strands are melted or fused together. Most of the fittings on the
aerial pole are earthed through the lightñing conductor and it is iinportant
that ail connections are securiand free"from"corrosion.

- Electrical cables - Are all cable joints and connections secure and free from
corrosion? Have any of them beên damaged by stock or opossums?

Apart from the visual inspection it will be necessary to give each item a close
inspection at periodic intervals.

The next step is to check the recorder and the remote unit. Carefully open up
the recorder hoirsing and look for visual signs that things may not Ué rignt. ti
everything in place, have rats or mice caused any damage, aie all wires and cables in
place? Check the water level in the battery if it is stored in the same housing and
clean any corrosion from the terminals.

order as described in Section 6.2.5. After
h the menus on the remote and read the
ext punchout is due. Record all relevant
g up the voltage scan panel to check that

are as they should be, scan through the
try a test. If the base station is manned at

the time, it is recommended that an interrogation be tried from the microbase as
well. If the communications test succeeds, sóan through the remote's menu to test
shutdown and put the remote to 'sleep'. Before leaving wait for a punchout.

At many sites the radio equipment and battery is housed some distance from
the recorder and remote unit to ãvoid electrical interference. Carefully open the

loose wires, corrosion on battery
hat the mute switch on the radio is
turned fully down. If everything is

Checkíngvoltage

Battery voltage is the most important consideration at a telemetered site. A
quote from 'Regional Technical Nèwsletter No. 3', (Water Resources Instrument
Centre), sums up the situation:

have lost everything. If you lose your
anything that you cannot recover with a
t you behind in your other work so it is
s are checked regularly."

Before working on the battery or on any live wires in the radio box observe the
following rules.

(a) Remove the radio fuse. A short circuit could seriously damage the radio.

(b) Ensure that the remote unit is asleep before disconnecting any wires from
the battery. If the power supply to the remote is interrupted while it is
awake, it will crash and all data will lre lost.

Field work
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when visiting the site there are a few things worth checking.

- If the birds have been fouling
but work out how theY got i
branch, chop it off. If theY
small strand <lf stainless st
the Panel. Make sure there a
to play with.

- Wake up the remote. Check_ the voltage sensor. If the voltage is

ab<¡ve 13.6 V the regulator in the radio house should be warm.

- Check that the battery terminals are clean and all terminals are tight.
If using wet batteries ôheck the water level'

Potential problems:

but low on the battery side, t
If the voltase is the same on
current froin the Panel. It s

about 0.1 A on a dull daY' If
the panel. If they are cléan change the panel'

cl above before fitting the new fuse.

Testing the radio:

- Do not clisturb wiring or fuses before meter checks

- Fuses which do not have soldered ends are likely to suffer from
intennittent faults.

Is the set turne{ on and the LED light on the radio glowing?

Go on to transmit - release, is there any noise from the speaker? Is

the set fully in its cradle?

To e test meter
ont ive terminal
on of the fuse

hol of the fuse
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holder. The meter should read approximately 1?,5 V (t 1.5 V) at
both test points.

Do the same test to all other fuse holders, they should all read the
same voltage. If there is any difference in voftaee across anv fuse
investigate further - replace ñise, check wires on fuíe block. r

62,7 Control and reach

The control and the reach should be inspected at each visit. If the control
consists of a weir or flume it should be inspècted to ensure that it is clean and
undamaged- The structure should be checke'<l for leaks. fn" oppioãc-h conditions
should be checked. Has anything changed?

ing how much
hannel is, and
piers 3 and 4

6.2,E Gauging structure

nr.#l 
gauging structure must be checked to ensure that it will be operational if

1. Manned cableways:

Check the following for signs of damage or corrosion ancl ensure that all
bolts and screws are tightenéd:

- turn buckles
- brackets
- ladders
- wooden deckins
- hand rails Q

- cables (especially where they pass over saddles or where the cable-
car sits when not in use)
- pulleys
- towers.

Check for signs of earth movement around the anchor blocks ancl tower
footings.

The inspection certificate shoul<J be current.

Field work
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2. Slackline cahleways:

Check that all pulleys are well oiled and greased.

The winches should be operational.

Check for signs of wear or corrosion on the traveller cables.

Look for signs of earth movement arouncl the support posts. If the posts are
wooden check for rot.

3. Gauging foot bridges:

Check the abutments for movement.

The decking should be sound and free from rot. Check that none have come
loose.

Check the hand rail for defects or damage.

Are the distance markings still visible.

6.2.9 Groundwa[er or geothermal well sites

The general proceclure for the inspection -<lf a river water level site applies to
groundwãter or gèothermal sites but aldo includes the following:

1. \üithclraw floats. gas lines and surface follower probes from the well and
check for signs 

'of 
corrosion and deposits of calôite/silica - particularly at

geothermal sites.

2. If the well has a positive head, check for signs of leakage- on the ground
surface around thé well. If the well is sealed at the top and has a pressure
gauge or piezometer fitted check all fittings and joints for leakage.

3. The recorcler house shoulcl be kept clean and free from insects and vermin.
Vegetation should be trimmed.

4. If possible plumb the well periodically to ensure that material is not being
foiced up lnto the well tlirough the open nlouJh. This problem applies
particulaily to those wells that aie I umped regularly.

-5. The procedure for checking the recorder is as described in Section 6.2.5.

6.3 T'HE ANNUAL INSPECTION

. Every year each hyclrometric.water level station is rigo.rously inspected. The
inspectio-n is an importãnt part of both the site operati-o_l-and the 

-qqglity 
assurance

prdgramme" It is bãse<t onihe annual inspection form (WS Form 5, Figure 6.2) and
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includes all those tasks carried out as part of a routine site visit as well as a
comprehensive inspection of all instrumenìation and levels. Tasks include:

- The levelling of all bench marks.

- The levelling and the computation of the R/L zero for all staff gauges.

- The levelling and computation of R/L zero far the electric plumLr bob.

- Ascertaining the R/L zero of the recorder.

- Checking the operation of the recorder.

- The checking of intake/static pipes, rJlaphra.gms, floats, float tapes, etc.

- The check levelling of any measurement strr:cture.

- Checking of tower construciion and access safety.

- Commenting on the operation of the site for the last year.

- The signing of the completed form by the inspecting officer.

The completed form is the documentation for the inspection. It is filecl in the
site file.

It is a good idea to take a series of photoqraphs of the site and thev shoulcl be
referred to at the next annual inspectioh. pnõtoS may help to i<lentify þrogressive
changes to the site, in particular veþetation growth ancl controls. J t

If a site is to be closed and an annual inspection has not been done within the
last three months, then an annual inspection'is to be done as part of the closing
procedure.

6.4 LEYELLING AT HYDROMETRIC STATIONS

Field work
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To achieve good results:

[Jse a good level and a legible levelling staff.

Try for backsights and foresights of the same length. This will help ro
overcome any collination problems within the level itsell ancl is a valuable
technique on a level that ilslightly out of alignment.

Use firm change points.

Ensure that there is no parallax error. The cross-hairs in the eyepiece of the
level should be clear anil distinct.

Ftr!rl",by using a staff bubble, that the levelling staff is vertical. If a staff
bubble is unavailable the chainman should rock the staff backwards and
forwards in the line of the instrument. Note that a staff held 5' off vertical
will give a 4 mm error if read at the 1 m mark and a 15 mm error if read at
the 4 m mark.

Ensure that levelling staffs do not touch overhead power lines. This has
caused at least one fatality in New Zealand.

4".p the legs of the level firmly placed. If working on a hillside keep two of
the legs downhill and adjust the length of the uphilI leg as required.

All levelling should be booked into a level book or onto levelling sheets.
Levelling sheets must be filed.

All levelling must be closed. All the necessary calculations involved in
reducing the levelling must be done.

The accuragy of the close must be taken into account. If the close is not up
to the required accuracy the levelling should be done again.

6,4,I lævelling accuracy

_ The accuracy of a levelling run depends largely on the accuracy and condition of
the instruments being used. Survey levels are delicate instruments and must be
treated with care at all times. All instruments must be boxed or cased for transport.
The pr uncased instrument on the knees or on the
seat of All equipment including staffs and tripods
must b ck of a vèhicle to avoid-damage by rolling
about or from other equipment piled on top.

plumb-bobs, staff gauges and weir throats,
ith readings of the staff to the nearest

and Survey Department) define an
as no more than 72 K (where K is the

ceptable third order levelling close will
is standard.

On other less demandíng jobs the accuracy will depend on the nature and
purpose of the levelling task.-Readings tc the nêarest 5 ór 10 mm are the normal

Field work
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options for lower order work, but readings
maintained. The common levelling tasks

bb
rffl

curacy of the level itself.

6.4.2 Checking the accuracy of a level.

A simple five minute check can be used to determine if a level is accurately
aligned.

- Drive in two pegs (A and B) some 20 m apart.

- Measure the distance between the pegs.

- Set up at the mid point.

- I-evel both pegs, starting on peg A. Change and close.

- Reduce the levelling (assume an R/L for peg A).

- Move to a point some 3 or 4 m beyond peg A.

- lævel both pegs again - peg A first.

- Reduce the levelling.

6.4.3 Care and maintenance of survey instruments

1. Effects of dust on instruments

Dust should not be allowed to acc
abrasive action of dust will damage movi
cake in corners and be difficult to
recommended before the instrument is p
be treated in the same way.

2. Effects of moisture

Instruments shoulcl not be put away while they are rlamp. The increase in' ill cau-se rnoisture- to enter the instrument. The
aminate Moisture will
which w surfaces. Wet
and left s out.

Field work
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3. Optical surfaces

To improve light transmission properties, optical surfaces are usually coated
with a non-reflecting film. Removâl of this film will affect the efficiency of the
instrument. A camel hair brush should be used to remove dust from lénses or

s. Wet surfaces should be dabbed with an absorbent cloth and
off without rubbing. I-ens or jewellers' tissue can be used to wipe

es but only light pressure should be applied.

Fungal growth on internal surfaces is a serious problem as left alone it will etch
into the glass surface. Professional servicing is recommended when fungal growth
occurs.

4. Metal surfaces

Oiling should only be attempted on exterior surfaces as the fractionation of the
oil will result in deposits on internal surfaces.

Foot screws should be checked for slackness. If the screws are loose difficulty in
levelling the instrument will be encountered. Exposed threads should be treated
with a small amount of grease. The bearing surfãces below the screws should be
cleaned and a small amount of oil applied.

Exposed tangent screws should be wound fully out and the thread, plunger and
spring cleaned and lightly oiled.

5. Handling

Even when an instrument is boxed it should be treated with care. It is common
practice to carry a level on its tripod when moving between set up points. The
instrument is prone to damage when this is done and particular care muit be taken.

Heavy handling of instruments, whether boxed or on the tripod, must be
avoided at all times.

s when instruments are left unattended.
signs are properly set out and
y days never leave the instrument

wind break.

Workshop maintenance should be carried out on all survey instruments at
regular intervals - preferably at least every three years depending oñ use.

6. Levels

tor is prohibited.

All levels go out of adjustment periodically and should be checked and if
necessary adjusted at regular intervals (Section 6.4.2).

Field work
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7. Tripods

Tripods are expected to provide a rigicl pla nt and

or rtå'tr'"tii;,i; k;'pi in goo¿'ord,er.- Loo-senèss ts' and

ir th"T".t *ilt ult c'ontribute to a lack of rigidity

8. Levelling staffi

:

its full length

.Beclearlylegibleattheextremeobservingdistance.

check for rigiclity at the joinls when extencled and for general alignment of the

sectiõñJ. With añ alúminium'staff check tt e nylon guides.

Dismantle the staff at regular intervals and clean the sections. check the

condition of the riufï fà.è undîl.utr clown if necessary. Be careful-r-rot- to damage

the face wirh hard*r.ri¡Éi"-g. ótti.t iot protruding écrews, embedded grit, dents

and deformities.

All staffs must be storecl or carried in a protective cover. and prevented from

slidine arouncl ;n i"rrð L;¿t óf vehicles.- when 'carrying or holding a itaff the fingers

shoulõ be kept clear of the face.

The practice of allowing the upper sections of a telescopic staff to^drop into

olace when beins ì;;;;A i;"¿r to ããrogé-ilttt. base of the'staff. Staffs wiil also

í;ü; ä;æ ìi?it ";; J i" ioii õu.' wh i I e"ru I lv extended'

When wooclen the wood can expand and hinder- easy

ooeration. After bei ùén staffs must be ðismantled and allowed

ì|fiü:'äi";iñ;nr . ãõwn thoroughly in rresh water after being

used in salt water.

staffs are NOT clesigned to be used as vaulting poles, footbridges, or for beating

down scrub.
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9. Abnq levek

Abnev levels must always be carried in their case ancl not in a pocket or at the
bottom of a pack.

Check:

t bent
rmly attached to one another

oothly and is not loose. It must turn

If the Abney is non-adjustable and shows signs of looseness it must be repairecl.

6.4.4 Ihe initial site levelling

e bench marks, the picking
of the staff gauges and the
bjects are dealt with more
points shoukl be noted:

- The initial site levelling is the most important levelling ever to be done at the
site. A mistake at this time could, in yèars to come, stíll be causing problems.

- Iævel and close the bench marks first. Ensure that all is correct before going
any further. If the close is unacceptable the levelling must be done agaiñ.

- Note which bench mark the levelling started from. Always use it as the start
bench mark for future levelling runsl Starting on different bench marks each
time should be avoided as it will tend to créate confusion if the level of a
bench mark changes.

- Install and level the electric plumb bob. Graduate or plate the staff gauges.
Specific instructions for both bf these tasks are given in Section 3.1.

- Pic!, up. any other required site features, e.g. the stilling well invert, the
underside of the recordèr floor, the invert levels of each staîic pipe, etc.

- At sites with
the structure
levels at eac
structure, at
and in the invert of the mouth m
mouthed the mouth invert should b
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6.4.5 The annual insPection

The levelling requirecl for an ann-ual inspection is much the same as the

levefing i.q"irèífor ìhe initial site levelling. The foltowing must be levelled:

The bench marks

The electric plumb bob

The staff gauges

The pertinent points of any flow measuring structure (see Section 6.4.4).

Note:

- The levelling must be closed and all closes must be acceptable.

- The start bench mark and the close(s) are to be noted on the inspection
form.

On sites with a multiPl
seneration lake. the should
iater levels are at th t. This

from the results of the le
ff gauge or bench mark is
st be notified as soon as
te remedial action.

6.4.6 The levelling of flood marks and water levels

Flood marks

Before a flood mark can be levellecl it must first be determined. This can be a

difficult task. The r*gi"g 
"a 

flood water levels tends to leave the flood mark at the

Ë;;üïtrc Ëigi"it-suigei Ar some sites this can be considerabtv abgy_e¡fe level of
the mean flooi level. Flood marks on the branches of trees or in shrubs, etc., are

often suspect. may-'float'. Small trees
velocities and r to be standing erect at
time to peg fl is at the time of the floo
marks oh ítt. they will be easily pe€ged aft
marks before the levelling run commences, do not
levelling. Flood levels must be closed.

Be wary the bank profile (humps, hollo*.t: lqq:-t9l}Ì
logs, etc.) m t water levels. The difference in water level

beîween ihe 300 mm and should be measured to within 1 or
lõio.This can achieve when the slopes are gentle'

Water levels

Water levels are best taken with the levelling staff on a firm-point. Position a
pes or large sroneìó;üi itr top is level with theïater surface. Rather than trying

í;"J;ñ;i-rhe ¡i"ff suctt tttud its base is just touching the water surface. An
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alternative me.thod, if the velocities are low enough, is to sit the staff on the bed and
subtract the depth from the reading.

ous semicircle of stones can be use<J to
rary stilling wells of one sort or another
ake levels, e.g. perforated, open ended

Most water level shcts will need to be closed back onto the starting point.
Those shots required because of the absence of a staff gauge must be closed.- '

6.4.7 The surveying of cross sections

Standard cross sections are always measured at
bench marks should be installed at the beginning an
same zero point is used and that the line óf the sect
survey to the next. The bench marks should be located well above the maximum
expected flood level.

and size of
Millimetre

ures or very
distances to

'viously plays a major role in determining
accuracy, measuring to the nearest millimetré ís ¡íointless if tne bed material ii
greater than 25 mm in diameter. Where the bed material consists of very coarsemateri an 40 mm in diameter, care must be taken to ensure
that a measured If every shot is taken on the top of acobble surveyed r roSS sêctlon area may be significahtly in
error.

The position of each observation point is made to coincide with each change of
grade. Care should be taken to ensurè that the number and location of observãtion

section and that there are enough
in the accuracy and quality of the survey.
ation, bridge piers and abutments should

6.4.8 Setting up an electric plumb bob

Y
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fndicator na¡k

InÈernal water surface

Figure 6.3 The electric Plumb bob

When the EFB is installecl in a recorder tower, it is necessary to attach the
weighted probe (the 'probe') at the end of the plu".tb bob tape such that the tip is.at
theîater'surfacè in the welÍwhen the EPB reâds the stage measured above the site
d¿rtum. This is done as follows:

1. Mount the d the stilling well. Ensure that it is
positionect so the operatíon of other instruments and
ttrát tne plum the tówer without becoming entangled
with the iecor or other fittings.

2. Attach the batterv - positive side to the ammeter, negative side to earth
(Attach to the stiliing well sides if it is of steel constructibn or directly to the
i nternal water surface).

3. Fix the metal tape onto the inside of the drum (zero end at the drum) and
cclnnect the pludrb b<lb to the free end of the tape. lVf¿ke sureJhat there is
sufficient tape to reach the lowest possible water level (Figure 6.3).
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Assuming that a bench mark is conveniently placed so that a chansepoint is
unne,cessar, seJ up {he. level so the p-lumb bbb itself can be sightëd, which
usually means through the top hatch oT a steel structure.

Take a backsight on the bench mark.

sequence.

reduced level (R/L) of. the plumb b.-ob- using normal survey
the R/L zero of the plumb'bob will be où'tained (i.e. thé
at the tip of the plumb-bob when the reading at rhe iù<Jicator

The difference between the RfL zero obtained and that requirecl is the
a4justment necessary for the taþe. If the levelled valuJ ii io'ñ"i,-tt* irr"
adjustment is up (taþe shortened) and r ice versa.

p!g{.tne pìumb bob on the tape so

fftl ï:-qginted end the tape^end.
r ne olstance ls glven

Drill a hole in the tape .to.correspond with the fixing hole on the plumb bob.
Break off the lower ènd of the tápe at a poinr abou"t 10 mm Ueiór-ittð ¡ole
and attach the plumb bob to it. r

measurement is read
tip of the plumb bob
n adjustments can be

Check that the EPB reading for water level matches the readings f<lr the
water level recorder and the éxternal staffgauge.

5.

6.

7.

9.

Locking nut

Adjusting screw

Zero end
of tape Plunb bob

Figure 6.4 Adjusting the plumb bob
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6.4,9 Checking the R/L zero of EPB or water level recorder

(river, groundwater, geothermal or lake), the
lèvel íe"corder (the Íùo should be reading-tb-e
of the EPB alsò provides a check on the R/L

Checking the R/L zero of an EPR- is essentially items 4 to 8 of Section 6.4.8

an¿ strout¿ cläne whén bench marks and staff gauges are check levelled.

If lack of light inside the recorder hogse prevents the egsY reading of the PluT!
bob tape then íry painting the inside of the tbwer white. The increase in retlected
light may help.

6.4.10 Checking the R/L zero of a water level recorder (groundwater or geothermal

well)

The orocedure is applicable to those site where an EPB is not installed. If an
EPB is aüailable then ttie procedure is the same as in Section 6.4.9.

l. obtain the R/L of the reference point (e.g. the top of the pipe).

Z. Measure the {istance from the reference point to the water surface,(bY jape
oi poituUte electric plumb bob).. Subtract-tþis distance from the R/L of the
iðfär"nó" poinr. Thé figure obtâined is the R/L of the water surface.

3. Subtract the original R/L zero from the R/L of the water surface. This will
giue ttt. value th"at shoüld be showing on the water level recorder.

6.4.1L The plating and graduation of staffgauges

Staff gauges are important arul the final act in their construction, i.e. the plating
or graduaïon] shoulcl bè done with care.

Some preparation is necessary.

ets for the previous levelling at the site
long time a!o, if the close was poor, or if
levël of thðbench mark from which the

the bench marks.

Ensure that at least two bench marks, i.e. the start bench mark and one other
are picked up as part of the levelling.

ench mark to the staff
e, change and close the
can thus act as a start

Several techniques can be used to place the plates at the correct position on a
verti;i;iãüsá;s;l-Ã ittá¡gt't-forwarcl method i's to drive u,l.uil !gI11yP!"_,I:
gauge boarc!,-nea"r the left-hãnd side, then by placing a levelling staff on the nall'
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determine the reduced level for the top side of the nail. Check by closing back onto
the bench mark.

Calculation

Stage height (top side nail) = R/L (nail) - R/L (zerc)

unt
lue

'åÌ

- Fix- the p-late in place with galvanised nails (clouts), or brass screws, and fix
other plates above and below as required. Metre count plates are also attached.

Remove the first nail.

taff_gauggs can be calibrated in a similar way. Galvanised nails, or
replace the metre-long staff,gaug_e plates. Kñowing the angle of the
simple trigonometry is used to determine the spacing of the marks

6.5 REASONS FOR DISCREPANCIES IN READINGS FROM RECORDERS,
ELECTRIC PLTJMB BOBS (EPB), AND EXTERNAL STAFF GAUGES

, , ,The very first tþing- lo dg wlgn troubleshooting is to clasp ones hands firmly
behind ones back. NoThing should be tinkered witli'or adjuste'd until the problerú
has been studied and a conðcious decision to follow a particular course of aition has
been made.

Although the-se notes have been written specifically for float actuated digital
water level recorders, much will hold true for chãrt recorilers.

6.5.L Recorder and EPB agree but staffgauge disagrees

Possible calßes:

t. Wrong staff gauge reading.

pipes or pipes covered in alluvium. The
r will be very slow and the water level in
der shows a slowly dropping stage, then,
ternal water level will be lower than the
recorder stage should be associated with

ecorder lags behind the movement of the

3. Non-horizontal static pipe or debris on static pipe. If the static pipe is not
horizontal, has debriô ãround it or has noi been fitted, there' may be
drawdown of the internal water level of the well. The drawdown will
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increase as velocities over the stat
inspections ar
a relationship
can then be

c pipe.

Staff sauses too far awav from the stat
exterñal îater levels. 'As the stage
increases as the velocities increase.

d as recorded value versus error. The
of the reach, and, as long as the
I water level, no corrections to the

es the same tvPe of Problem as

the intakes. 
- -The 

r-elationshiP
if the bed level has a habit of

lution to the problem is to relocate the

l-eanins staff sauses. læanin Particularly in lakes it
is sòmeiimes üery"hard to tell leaning. It is therefore
imoortant to sei out to the nual inspection and to
eniure that thãy are vertical.

I-oose staff gauge mountings. Loose po¡r_nlings o¡ a.s.tlff gaugg can cause

the staff gauäe io slip and ó over-read. U-bolts should be avoided because

of this problem.

Sinkins well. A well that r foundations will have an
itiËffit wãierlevel which tion to a separate external
;ìã¡i gãirg". If the sraff gr r the problêm may not be
picked up until the annua

eaking
of the

, block
vel for movement.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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6.5,2 Staffgauge and EPB agree but recorder disagrees

Possible causes:

Loose locking screws on the float tape drive pulley.

Flat batterv. The recorder mav
punchout cycle. Be careful here'b

Jamming trip gears. Jamming trip gears can cause a l-æupold and Stevens
recorder to read an incorrecf levèI.- They should be checked at each tape
changg. There is no field remedy - thê recorder must be returned for
servrcmg.

S_lipped self-centering sp shaft of
the recorder may nof bé Fischer
and Porter recorders bo Stevens
tend to give more trouble. The sprin ould be
checked at each visit.

Jumping float tape. The float tape
holes. This can lead to the recorcle
off the sprocket and without
level can be matched to the
particular sprocket pin. If it can it t
had slipped.

Counterweight hitting obstruction in well. The recorder will read low. The
float tape often slips ôn the sprocket holes.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

7. Counterweight hitting, recorder floor. This will occur at low stages. The
recorder will over-re¿-d.

Sinking float. Remove the float and check for water in it. Sinking floats
cause the recorder to read low.

Float sitting on silt in well or an obstruction in well
the float is on an obstruction, take hold of the float
float to the water level. Do not let the float tape sl
it could'slice' them instead.

pe around. The
should return to
o move the float

V
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Float hitting recorder floor. This happens at high stage and the recorder will
read lower.

Float catching on obstruction in well during.rising stage. !he.1ec.o¡der will
;;ãdiÑ. etõut tape stippage will not normãlly beãssoðiated with this fault.

. Do not use less than a 200 mm
recorders fitted with 100 mm pulleys

has to be nearly submerged bY 4
on a falling stage before enough

ft of the reCorder. Therefore, the
n.

Binding idler pulley. This increases the torqu.e needed l.o tllrn th,e input shaft

;;.1äñ i"u,f tb-qulte big errors. Check the ìdle pulley fiockey wheel) at each

tape change.

Float tape rubbing on recorcler floor or fittings in well. Same as for binding
idler pulley.

A twiste¿ or kinked float tape. This fault is often associated with the float
äd;Ñmping ó" ttte ¿iiu" sþrocket. Twists or kinks also tend to make the
recorder read l<lw.

Binding in the bearings of the input shaft. Same as for binding idler pulley.

Submergence of the counterweight. As the counterweighlslb.merges o¡ a

iiiirr-rìã*Ë-it áìróiã.ei water anî therefore weighs less. This lower weight
;;iä";"""rté*ðigtrt ii¿e of the recorder will cau-se the recorder to read low.

Line shift. Line shift occurs on very nt*,t,?y"är'"H,n 
f"* 'riåå,e',1å:t",t;' ,ff

cl in rivers because at high stages the
surse in the tower makes an exact comparison between EPB 

-and rècorder
difficult. It is more easily picked up on lakes.

Float an¿ counterweight transposed. The recorder reads higher as the water
level drops and vice versa.

6.5.3 Recorder and staffgauge agree. EPB disagrees or does not work

Possible causes:

1. Flat battery; or loose or corroded wires in EPB circuit.

2. Faulç switch on EPB. I-et the plumb bob down until it is definiteþ i" t[""
*ãiéíun¿ jump the switch terminal with a screwdrive¡ or a length of wire. lt
the meter ñow ¿eflects yorr have ascertained the problem.

11.

t2.

73"

t4.

15.

16.

t7.

18.

19.
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3. n. Clean the earth. The circuit can he checke.d hy

'iJ"åiT"rIT,lTi,YÌå,'l?:i:HlJ';"""'"'J;,i:
ammeter.

If the meter reads the wrons way when contact is made, swap the leacls at the
battery terminals.

4. The locking nlt- at the top of the actual plumb bob may have slackenecl off
and the plumb bob could be unscrewing. This would make the EPB read
high.

5. The. tip of the EPB may be corrodecl. Scrape it with a screwdriver or a
penknife.

6. The plastic protection cover.around the plumb bob itself may have slipped
down over the plumb bob tip. An air docket will be creatdd as the'ËPB
immerses and th-e EPB will teird to read läw.

7. The EPB tapq or the plumb bob may b recorder floor
or something in the wéll. The EPB will insulating ring
to protect the tape as it passes through available"froñ
the Water Resouìces Instiument Centie.

The electrical circuit runs from the tape to the plumb bob mounting bracket via
the a:de. Therefore, lubricate the a¡de with graphite rather than oil. e

On the right hand side of the alde is a simplistic little clutch arrangement. It
never works.properly but, if the fib¡e washer isìemovecl from it, the mãtal part of
the clutch will act as a slip ring helping to electrically connect the ieel to the aile.

, If getting.a ggo-d earth is a-problem a weighted length of copper wire running
down the inside of the well shoulã give a considérable imþrovemenf.

Tapes used must be stainless steel. Ordinary tapes will rust.

If another piece gf tap.e has to be jo_ine.d.to the end of the plumb bob tape then
one of the better methods is to overlap the join and fix the tape with pop rivets.

6.6 SILTING IN STILLING WELLS

during construction. This will ensure
y does so through the static pipe(s).
incorrect water lèvels and it is þossible
it is recognised.
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1. If the intake pipes are blocked and the construction joints are small then the
internal watei lèvel will lag behind he external water level.

2. If the construction joints are large then the internal water level will tend to
fluctuate violently ãnd damage tó instruments and/or slippage of float tapes
and wires may occur.

3. The water level in the well, lag, will tend to be
somewhere between the top of e upstream face of the
well and the bottom of the dr ream side of the well.
This is not satisfactory.

4. Wat
and
stati
the
clea e necessary.

5. Some flushing techniques rely on establishing-a good head of water within
the well. fæãks from'the weil via unsealed jõintl can make a good head of
water <tifficult to obtain and wat:r jets shòoting from the wèll can make
worki ng conditions unpleasant.

6. In very exposed positions wiqd m.qy play- havoc
sloppiñg into a þoorly sealed wel! can damage
fluðfuations in water level.

7. krrge holes in wells can let animals such as eels and water rats inside.
Unãxplainable fluctuations in a digital record have been traced to a water rat
sitting on a Iecorder float!

Wells that are sealecl up to the level of the top hatch have the following
disadvantages:

If the static/intake pipes or the well silt up
not recordecl. Most of this problem can be
intake pipe. This will ensure that the high
intake þiþe should be l<lng en_ough to--ensur
level cduied by the presenðe of thê well are not recorded.

The high level intake pipe can b
from bt¡ilding up a g<lod head
overcome be either removing th
intake pipe or by sinrply tying a sac

6.6.1 Silting

Silting can occur in three different areas:

with float tapes. Waves
floats and cãuse violent

the bottom intake pipe - often associated with aggradation of the river

2.

1. Over
bed.

Within the intake pipe.
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3. In the stilling well.

In the field the hydrologist should at every_ inspection be aware of, ancl looking
for silting- It is relatively ealy to pick up on a ónart, but harder to pick üp if a Aìgitai
recorder is being used.

Little can be done to avoid silting over or in the static intake pipes but the
amount of silting in 

-a 
well may, to a cértain extent, be minimisecl by'eñsuring that

you do not accidentally induce â flow of sediment laden water througÉ the welf

intake system. If the well is properly
then a rlse or fall in the externäl water

ake pipe to the internal water level.
be only that required to adjust the

o intake pipes. In a flood situation the

problem occurs when the water exits fr
hip between
r of 12, e.g. (
eter well. H

/stilling well combination the area of the
n the area of the intake pipe, so that the
drop by a factor of M4 as it exits from

ll towards the outflow pipe. This causes
er to immediately drop from suspension.

Qn st¡gle, pipe..wells the- pote-ntial for circulatory flow can be avoidecl by
ensuring that the well is properly sealed.

. On multi-pipe wells circu-lqtory flow cannot be avoicled, but steps can be taken
to ensure that the effects of silting âre as little as possible.

- Ensure that the well is properly sealed.

- Ensure that all intake pipes have static pipes fitted. Open encled pipes must
be avoided.

- Ensure that intake pipes are at right angles to the flow and that static pipes
are horizontal.
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- Establish the extent of silting by checking _!he -relative speed. of the water

-äuè-"nt iñ n"ìniuke pipe"(wÉich we shãll call the intake pipe efficiency)
and the depth of sedimerit in the bottom of the well'

6.6.2 Checking the intake pipe efliciency

The amount of silting either over the static pipe or within the intake pipe,lvi\l
have a ¿irect bearing on"the amount by which tlie-internal water level.lags behind
the external water leiel. Therefore, if we induce a difference between internal and

à*i"inof *át"r leueii aì¿ ðhect the'lag we shall have some idea of the efficienry of
the intake pipe. There are two ways to do this:

By increasing the water level within the tower: pour water through" a side hatch

intoiíre tower. î, Uuctót is the easiest way but in ai emergency anyfhing that holds

ilì;;l inCturting tihigÏ gumboot can be used. The wa[er lével-is now higher in
the tower and thé recoftlei dials will reflect this.

time it takes for the water to flow out along the intake pipe
sãt back to its orisinal level. You will soon get to know how
ftr¡r tifn" will deþend on the diameter of the well and the
pipes, etc.

If you pour five litres of water into a 510 mm diameter well the water level will
rise some 24 mm. 1¡'" *oi"r level in the well should drop back to the.original level

within Z0 or 30 sec<ln¿s. If you poured the same amoúnt of water into a I.22 m
Jiurét"r well the- ièu"i *nuí¿ ris'e only 4 mm but should also stabilise relatively
quickly.

The time taken for the water level to return to the original level is a function of
the silting in ui ouèi tf r" in1ut" pipe. If the water sits at its=new level the intake pipe
is obvioÑly completely blocked.

Note that on a large diameter tower the internal water level can be effectively
increaiecl ìr un" .i irrJiiJ,l .."* dons tl igh waclers and climbs down the internal
ladder until he is imnrersed up to the knees.

float was displacing. Wait for 20 o¡ 30 seconds il
;ir;¡iË ;;.i;q;"iir" ttt" internal and external water.levels. Now place the float
bo.Ë åo*n on the water surface. Given a 200 mm diameter float and a 5l'0 mm

ãiameter well the-*uì"i lével should, if the pipe is not blocked, now read some 10

-ä-f'-igfr"i it'u" tt'" inii^f r"a¿ing. Ii should'táke up to about 20 seconds to go back

down to what it was.

'l'he extent of siltine or intake pipe efficiency can be judged by þ-o* much the
water level rises on¿ fr:nft iung it tat'ed to dr<lp. If it does not iise af all - even if the
flüt is held ubnu" the witer surface for'1 or 2 minutes then the pipes are

completely blocked.
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There are some qualifications wit
diameter the amount óf water rise will

6.6,3 Checking the silt level in the wett

The easiest waY tq dqthis is to use the electric plumb bob as a sounding device.
To do this effectively the following steps should be täken.

. . Ensure, when you set a site up, that the R/L zero of the electric plumb bob is
below the bottom óf the well. Thii will allow the plumb bob tip to re¿ich the invert
of the well.

From the initial site levell el of the invert of the well and
the invert of each intake pipe. of the site from each value to
obtain the require levels ínier

Fr at what point the plumb bob t<¡uches the bottom willgive.a amount of silting ín the well (Figure O.S¡. ihis sheet
can be the recorder hou"se.

BotÈom of
on EPB

Botton of
ON EPB

Figure 6.5 Reference levels for stilling well stilting checks

Y
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6.6.4 Flushing

The flushing of stilling Y.glls is an important part of any hydrological

observation progruJlnr;. Áli stilling wells rnusi be fluslied at least once per year'

Some need fiusñing much more often.

Before commencing to flush a stilling well some pre,paration is necessary:

lThese instruction;ñ;rift"n *ittt ã digitul"."corder in rnindi apply some common

ò"nt" if you are dealing with a chart recorder)'

1. Reacl and note the recorder, electric plumb bob and external staff values.

2. Disconnect the power from the recorder'

3. Wind the electric plumb bob tape up out of the way'

4. Lift the floatt tape off the recorder drive pulley'

5. Remove the float tape, float ancl counterweight from the well' This is

because surging coulcl'damage the recorder'

float will give You
and listen for the sou

lacement is due. InsP
ounterweight. InsPec

need <lf replacing?

site the pump so that the intake is upstreatn of the static piPgs. This will ensure

tnatìire ãitiy'*utãi'ì; ö;r"*ir.ulut.. Säveral methods for flùshing are used:

I nst alled flus h ing sYs t e n ts :

or an adjacent shecl.

from the flushing water.

An advantage with any type of installed systems is that the valves can be shut off
in niJ"itó .¡"."t iiiié^Étó'oi trutn groun<lwater or when setting the zero or a new
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or replacepe+t recordgr. It is,.however, of the utmost importance that the valves be
re-opened before leaving the site!

Baclcflushing:

ir e static pipe ancl conneci, IJJ:",i'ffi':i',gi;ïåîf.1J
method outlineo b3 

ine<J when using the increä

Em.eryenqt flitshirg;

. This technique is used when the iiydrologist becomes awere that the intake
pipes are blocked but T"o,trump or headei:.tank,étc., is available. :,lt involves building
up the head^in the well 6y r,sìng a contai¡rcr éuch ãs a uuCtii o;ihÈh gu-uoolìõ
carry ìtuater fion¡ the river-to the well.

There are iots of ifs' and 'buts' associated with the technique but it is worth a
t1y. The alternative nay be a missing r:corc that will last uniitìh" iii" ii ftusne¿ ai
the next visit.

If the head has been built up one or tw<.¡ metres and the pipe rvill still not flush,
try banging the pipe rvith en irori bar or large hammer.

,,The Í.echnique -will be ei:her painfully slorv or ';¿ill not work on large diameter
wells, wells that leak, or where thé access-hatch is some clistan :e, eithei "norirãntãüy
or vertically, aw-a¡ from the water.

The three rnethods outlined abo.ve all flush the pipes only. The silt can stillbuild up in the well. The level of silt can be estimaieh if thã t..t niqî" ourlined
above is used. The tower has to b completely flushed at leaät annualÇ.
Techniques used include:

Increase tower heaC:

The head in the tower can be increased by simply pump
piq:1. will nor ,e cdn ué'èîfiunc"
Puilomg up a ns the pipe. so
been flushed. b"e ahdfl'ushed.
krrpl{rg the water running through the nozzle of tlJ cleli
snould be moved around the botiom of the well as much possible until clean
yal9r is coming out-the intake pipe. At this stage there should'bt;õ *dir*nii"ü
rn tne well and rt,the pump i¡ turned off this can be ctreckeC by either using the
elect¡ic plu-mb bob as 

^a soïnding device or, in steel towers, bduncins the õu.o
nozzle on the bottom of the weil ãnd listeninþ for a metal to ' rãø rôüñ¿l irÍir i.
not an option if an expensive ¡ozzle is beirg ,itr¿.)

Pumping the well:

The well can be pumpe.d out with a diaphragm pupp or a submersible sludge
PIITP; -Th-e,sediment-ofte-n 

has to be stirred-ïp vñttrèit¡ér anottt"i pu.tñp-ùttiñg
rnto the well or by water coming into the well vìa the intake pipes.

Field work
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A mited bY h -watgr 
(theo

10 m, Practicé.) fug3l PumP,
used t en water - o oo so anq
soon \4¡ear.

All flushins must be recordeel in the log book or on the chart. If the flushing
cftangiì thJ relationship between 'lhe interrial and extenal Trater levels it must be
noted as well.
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APPENDIX A

FISCHER AND PORTER EVENT RAINGAUGE - FIELD PROCEDURE

tr. Setting up procedure

Trv to set t¡p the recorder and raingauge when it is not raining, otherwise have a

plastic'cover f<li the raingauge. Then cárry out the following steps:

1. Run the cable from the raingauge

recorcler base Plate.

2. Remove the chad rray anrJ the left flange from the supply roll holder by

turnitrg it in a ctlunter-clockwise direction.

3. place the tape rgll <ln the spinclle with the loose end of th.e tape.towards the
rear of tf'" õ.,iiJ"i. Repläce the flange and ensure that it is iight otherwise

the jarring action of the punching cycle-may loosen it'

4. Unr<lll about 750 rnm <lf tape from the roll. Deprels.the wide. leaf.spring
ln.oié¿ jr'irt ã¡rovà the base_ flate on the front centre of the recorder with one

hancl aricl *ü¡t tfr" other häncl guicJe the loose end of the tape under the

lower tup" g,ii.l" bar, then along_ihe top of the wide,leaf spring until the tap.e

p;;i;,'¡ðr r"hr*gi- rhé front õr tne iecorder. With tlie leaf spring still
depressed take tþ the slack in the tape.

6. Thread the loose encl of the tape upwards between the two sections of the

punch bl<lck.

7. 'fhreacl tfie tape behincl the upper tape guicle bar making sure the nylon
spacer is at the riglt-hand end of the bar.

tt. Insert the tape into the slot in the take-up spool. Turn the tak-e-u.qspool in a
counter-clgckwise direction to take up tlie Slack in the tape. Hold the spool
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10.

11.

12.

13.

74.

15.

16.

r52

so.the tape is taut.along the front of the punch a.rm, grasp the spring clrive
belt and move it slightly towards the front'of the recoñler,'so thai whËn it is
released it will hold the tape taut. Do not strain the spring by over
stretching.

writ-e on the tape, somewhere above the punch block, the site name, site
uumber and the date of tap¡e on.

Connect the batteries to ihe recorder'. Undo the knurlecl screw at the back of
the recorder L,ase plate and tilt the instrumeni forward. There is sufficient
roorn for the batteries to be housed under the lecorder.

pperate trr''.ccn several limes ancl then manually tip thebuckets, t:ons cause the machine to pLrnchout ii cin beassumed r.

Repiace the -outer cover on the tioping bucket unit and remove the plastic
cover if used. Pot¡r sufficient watér ¡ñto the raingauge to tip the blckets
several times. T.his should cause a punchout and shõws that there is free
passage of watei' to the buckets. If rãining replace the plastic cover <ln the
ramgauge.

rilind on at least 300 mm of tape and acljust it so that the next punchout will
cccur on the 0000 hr'line on thè tape.

line up the right hand <iial by overriding the clutch, note that for six minute
rnstru:nents the ree-dings should be set as follows:

Minute past the hour 0 6 12 18 24 30 ]6 42 48 54

R.H dial setting 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09

For instruments other than the six-minute one, the right hancl clial setting is
arbitrary.

Replace ihe chad tray. Make two manual punchouts ancl draw a line
between them. Be surê to hold the tape to preüent anv lateral movement of
the tape in the punch block otherwisè the þunch holés may become out of
llne.

Record on the !9g book (wS Form 83, Figure 4.1) the clate, time and the 4-
lig,t{e ta-pe.reading. This date and time serve as the initial machine time (see
Section 2(4)).

Record the day number stamped on the tape.

Remove the plastic cover from the tipping bucket unit if use<J.

17.

18.

J

L

Inspection procedure

Record the date and time of the inspection in the log book.

AppendixA
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EVENT RAINFALL RECORDER

Calchment:

Site: ............ lnslrument No.:

lnstrument Units: mm tip, min' clock division

Tape On/Tape Offllnspection

Date: .

Actual Time: .... ..... N.Z.S.T. D S T.

Tape "Day No.":

Tape "Time" Line

for second manual punch

Recorder Dials:

Check Gauge:

(at punchout)

. mm (by dipstrck). Emptied?

..... .. mm (by glass). Yes/No

Remarks:

Recorded Rainfall: mm (compare with check gauge)

Dials Off: . . Recorder ElaPsed Time:

Dials On: daYs hrs

Actual Elapsed Time:

......... days ......... hrs .......- mins

Remarks:........

Observer's lnit¡als .........

ws 83
32 1 O2G/3/85PTK

for first manual punch

240-

)

Figure 4.1 WS Form 83

Remove the outer cover from the tipping rate the
buckets to cause two punchouts (two tip-s foil r tip.s for
0.5 mm instruments). Draw a iine bêtween cord the
tape reacling.

Replace the tipping bucket cover.

Compute from the previous tape reacling the machine time that has elapsed,
add this t<l the previous machiñe time to-obtain the current machine time.

F-or a six-minute instrument the previous tape reading = 4623 =
12.18 p.m., the current tape reading = 4857
Difference = 234 units
=234"6minutes

3.

4.

e.g.
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= 234. 6 / 60 hrs
=, 23 hrs 24 minutes

therefore machine time is 12.18 + 23.24 = 17.42 a.nr. next cìay.

NOTE: For six-minute instruments only, the last digit should agree with
(mj¡ujles_ past t he hou¡)

6
e.g.4216 = 7, which is the last digit of the iape reading.

5. Record the day number stamped on the tape together with the current tape
reading.

6. Ftom the previous day number reading, compute the approximate number of
punchouts and hence the amount of rainfall recorded.

7. Read the check gauge and record the total.

8. Investigate any differences of time and rainfall and if unreasonable remove
the tape. If the cause of any discrepancies can be found reset the recorder,
otherwise replace the instrument.

NOTE: Should any punchouts occur accidentally at any time during the
inspection the number of punchouts should be recorcled and the tape marked
to show where they are.

9. Secure the recorder.

3. Tape offprocedure

The procedure is as for a tape inspection but take the tape off with at least 400
mm of clean tape on the end. Añnotatè the tape with the site number and the date.

v
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APPENDIX B

FISCHER AND PORTER WATER LEVEL RECORDER . FIELD PROCEDI]RE

Tape removal

1. Remove the cover and by looking he lastpunchout
occurte¿ atinð.o;r".t tiñe. Wait occur' If there is

;ó;;;;h"ut *it¡¡n the expected ti step 3'

2. Note the punchecl !me; actu,al time;-external,. internal, and recorded water

i.u.ir ãt tfi. tirã oi itr.'pu"chout anã record ihem in the logbook (WS form
67, Figure 8.1) along with any other relevant ;cmments concerilng the slte'

3. Disconnect the power and remove the chad tray'

4. Rotate the tape clrive sprocket manually ancl at the same time turn the take-

;ì;;p*i *iiñ'tid ôirr.i't àno until all of the punched portion cf the tape and

ar least 400 m; ;¡biank tape have been wouid onto the take-up spool.

5. of scissors or your finger nail, between- thg upper

'*ÌH:î];,Yn"3"åËîi,'trJä,,'åffiiåo:13Ï'uo"Tl,":'"0"

6. Slicle the used tape off the take-up spool.

7. Check whether sufficient tape remains on the supply roll.

8. Mark on the enrl of the usecl tape the site number and date.

9. Replace the chacl traY.

10. Remove all perforatecl pages in the log book which deal with the tape which

ÀàïliiriUã.íi.nt.r"¿ rin.ir..utr therñ to the tape with a rubber band.

Tape on

The procedure is basically the same as for an event rainfall recorder.

Manual punchouts are NOT permitted on water level tapes.

NEVER leave a site without first witnessing at least one automatic punchout.
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Time setting

1. Place -a flng uncier the tape drive sprocket ancl rell it
towards the r. Turn the'take-up sþool with the righi
!and, slippin t on the cam shaft ai'd fate r.,p ih" slack"as
the tape is fe procket.

2. Continue rolling the tape onto the spool until there are ¿t least two full turns
of blank-tape oñ it, carry on until the printecl line on the tape just above the
punch block is one tinie interval eaflier than the time oä ril'ich the first
Punchou.t-ls to occur. Remember the difference between Daylight Saving
time and New Zealand Standard time, Instruments operate nn Ñ"ñ Zealanld
Standard time at all times.

3. Most Fischer and Porter recorders are now fittecl with electronic timers.
the power supply tg tl.re re-corder is disconnectecl at any time it will
neccessary to reset the timer before the recorder can be reactivatecl.

Punchouts on 15 minute recorders are usually timed to occur exactly at
minute intervals (on the hour, quarter past, haÍf past, and at quartei tni.

Set.the. toggle. switch on the sicle of the timer to 15 (down) for the clesirecl
timing interval.

Turn the knob to 'R' (reset). The red light will glow steaclily.

Check your watch for the number of minutes before the next punchout is
due. Turn the -lfnob to the appropriate preset <telay time setting. The re{
light will start blinking.

e.g. II q. next punchout is due at 10.00 a.m. ancl the actual time is 09.54 a.m., set
the knob to 6 and in 6 minutes time the first punchout will occur.

Intermediate inspections

1. Carefully remove the instrument cover ancl check that the recorcler has been
punching out. Is the last punchout at the correct time on the tape?

2. W-ait until just before the next pu
(electric plúmb bob) and externäl
the code discs will lock. Read the
value should agree with the value
book. Any disðrepancies must be i

3. If for any reason (recorder flushing, etc.) the power is clisconnecte¿ for one
punch cycle or more a complete 'off entry must be made ancl the tape
changed.

If
be

15
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APPBNDIX C

FOXBORO WATER LEVEL RECORDER - CHART CHANGING
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully open the glqs,s door and check that the recorder is on time'

Vtéòtrãní.oliu.[i itrõut¿ U" ticking, electric clocks are silent'

2.Reaclthestaffgauge.Clear-thecliaphragmofany,|l'ilgl:ordebris.
Examine tnã-i"u!ñg"ror rignr nf au-ug'. anî ensure ihat if is adequately

protected.

3. Touch the pen lightly-with the finger so as to mark the time of removal with a

line not more than 3 or 4 mm-iong" Drawing a long line may strain the

delicate Pen mechanism.

4. Raise the pen lifter. Ptrll on the central chart hub and remove the chart'

5. Fill in the appropriate panel on the chart with the details relevant to the

.¡äri--oïf 
-(recorrler 

5[rge¡ ttoif guuge level, .date and tirne)'. Enter any

relevant <Jetails untler 'remarli, i.gl ctock stopped' pressure bulb buried,

staff gauge clamaged.

6. Check for regular fluctuations on the trace. This may indicate a partially

ãénãt.¿ ptettilte bulb or moisture in the tubing'

7. If the reccrrler has a mechanical clock then wincl.it up.but l9t Po tightly'

The batreri"r ì" ãi"ðtric clocüs itróuto u" checked mohthly for voltage and

signs of o,riärl,ln.--Íi; .io.l.. ;;;;*ï r"'D' battery wtíich should-be an

Ãir.ii* tvp" it very cold conditions are experienced.

tì. Enter all necessary clata in ihe 'chart on' columl on the new chart. Place the

ne* .ttãrt in positlon ancl press in the central hub to secure.

g. Rotate the c¡art by turning the hub until the correct time is indicated under

the pointet oiìtt. õf1art riní. R;;;t"b¿r to take into account Daylight Saving

rime as t..,"i.ii ãrõ atways óperated on New Zealand Standard time.

10. Ink pens should be filled carefully. Over filling will result in blots and smears

on the chart. Sealed fibre tip pens are more
type and give a more c<lnsistent trac-e' Rqg.a1

thè trace "should always tle of a uniform thickne
*ìàttrl anJ clearly reád. Damp charts will resulr

cannot be interprétecl with any degree of accuracy'
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Lower tþe p9n on-to tlt" p?pgr and make the final fine adjustments for time
by rotating the hub. Touth- the pen lightly to make a veriical line no more
than 3 or 4 mm in length.

Recheck the-stage reading on the chart against the staff gauge. Movement in
lhepen mechanísm can rèsult in the charï going on at a õiffõrent stage height
to that coming off.

The only adjustment that can be ma
pen adjusting screw which is located
screw can be adiusted to correct the st
be done when there is legitimate reas
noted on the chart.

13.
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APPENDIX D

LEUPOLD AND STEVENS DIGITAL WATER LEVEL RECORDER - FIEI'D
PROCEDURE

Tape removal

I. unclo the side latch and swing the cover to one side. By to-o$$ 3t the tape
punchout bccu ie' Waif for another
'Ii'tirôi"]. no ecified time interval

" 
iuu."t. Start reck the voltage and

ections. Without a can be done in the

fielcl, aparr fr;ä repfu-.i¡l iÈé i"cot¿er with a new one and sending the

faulty ohe awaY for servicing.

2. If a punchout occurs note the punchout time; actual tim!; external, internal'

and recorcled water levels at tñð timè of ttte þunchout. Record the values in

tË 
-úg.b".;\ ({S for- 67) along with ãty other relevant comments

concerning the site.

3. Disconnect the power supply and remove the chad tray'

4. Rotate the tape {rive spr<lcket manually and at the same time turn the take-

;p rp""i *iiË'ttJ;;ñ";'d;aìntii all of the puncherl portion of the tape and

at least 40d ;m;iúlanf tup" hJu" been wouïd onto the take-up spool'

5. Cut the tape with apai¡ of scissors or a knife at a point somewhere between

the take-uþ spool anï the tape drive sprocket'

6. Slide the tape off the take-up spool. Mark on the end of the used tape the

site number and date.

7. check whether sufficient tape remains on the supply roll. If there is any

doubt fit a new roll.

8. Remove all of the perf<lratecl pages in the log book which deal with the tape
j.rit ,"*uu"Jãn¿ té.rre themio"the tape witñ a rubber band.

Tape on

l. Place the tape roll on the spindle with the loose end of the tape towards the

left hanct ri;'" 
"f 

ih¿-;;¿ó;,ið;: néptace the flange and ¡nsure that it is tight.
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unroll about 750 mm of tape. Make sure that the leading edge of the tape isa clean cut to enable it to eäsily pass thiough th; p'nit'bin.L.
3' Thread the tape under the spinclle located below the cha¿ tray anc.l thenupwards through the rwo secti^ons of the pun.h bkrck. rträìãpälnourcr thenpass uvcr the top rape drive sprocket and back to ine ìate ,,p iñã,il

Insert the tape into the slot in the take up spool. Turn the spool in a counter-clockwise diiection to take up the slack i'n ì'nð ìup".

taut. Do not strain the spring by o

4. wind the tape until.the printed time on the tape just above the punch brockis one time ihterval befoie the rime *hi.h ;h.;!;dpi;"äîu-t ì.i-t.lo..ur.

Time setting

1. Most Leuool ow fitted with an electronictimer. lf fne
f- _ - - r¡ç onnected at any time it will
De necessary r can be reactiíatecl.

2' Punchouts on 15 minute recorders are usually.timecl to occur exactly at 15minute intervals (i.e. on the hour, quarter pàrt, ¡áirpuJi rr-àät ii,u.t., to¡.

.-Q1,11.,1-"qgle. 
switch on the side of the rimer to 15 (down) for the desirecltiming interval. Turn the top knob to 'R'(reset). Ìté ,èfu-iildi *iligí"*steadily.

Check your watch for the number of minutes before the next punchout isdue. Turn the knob to the appropriar" prèi.iiðl"v lìnä'i"r'ùLíåt minutesbefore vou want the recordeit'o püncn oüil.- r¡ärôä ìigñt *iii'it"riuú"Li"!."

a.m. and the actual time is 9.54 a.m., set
the first punchout will occur. Afteithe
all the relevant details in the log book

Intermediate inspections

1' Carefully remove the instrument cover and check that the recorder has beenpunching out. Is rhe last punchout at rhe .óri"ðiìì.";; th;, t"d;i'
out is due and read both the internal
ff gauges. Unlike Fischer and porter
s recorders do not have code disks;
on a coded tumbler. The tumbler is
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4.

L6l'

locate{ iust in front of the punch block on the-right ha¡d side of the machine'

ffË'ïiö' i'r' 
^;i',^åiää' ulyJãäoiü--th; valuõs adjacent to the pointer.

RèmemË'er to read left to right'

Record alt stage values arlg ?ny relevant c log book'

All values should ä;ãä.--if thé'" u'" -uny n must be

determined and ,rË"i""i, äiit"d' 
-Makê 

action on

the log sheets.

Checkthatsufficienttaperemainson-the..spggltolastuntilthenext
i.ïõËìtiäi,."rilË;;i;'onv'¿*ui replace the roll-of tape with a new one.

l

l
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